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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By: Tom McIndoe

Welcome to NSA Today!

W

e are excited to announce that the location of our 2019 Annual
Conference will be in New Orleans April 3rd - 5th. Although well
known for its iconic Bourbon Street, this city has quite a bit
more to offer than simply a festive Mardi Gras party. Some historical facts
reveal a town that has played an integral role in the development of the
USA. In 1840, this was the wealthiest city in the country. (The soon to be
completed Erie Canal eventually changed that to be New York City) The
first opera to be performed in the United States was here in 1718. New
Orleans actually has more total mileage of canals, both above and below
ground, than Venice. And St Louis Cathedral in Jackson Square is the
oldest continuously used cathedral in the US.

The conference always consists of limitless information sharing and dynamic keynote speakers. The builda-better program agenda with breakout sessions provide clear objectives and offers attendees another
opportunity to actively participate, discuss, and reflect on relevant topics. The benefits of attending include an
excellent networking method and provide an opportunity of meeting many contacts within the construction
industry who face similar issues.
Of course, the opportunity extends beyond the conference spending time with fellow members both at and
after the many scheduled programs. The networking and exciting activities we share are reason enough to
come. We hope everyone will be able to join us for what is always a positive and memorable experience.
We would like to encourage as much participation from your member companies as possible. Historically,
NSA member associations have had member companies in attendance. I encourage each of you to identify
one or more of your “best members” asking them to join us at the Annual Conference. As a subcontractor’s
organization, I believe we can never have too many subcontractors in attendance.
As you all know, we have encouraged the participation of sponsors to help offset some of the costs of our
annual meetings. These sponsors have been instrumental in helping us get the best speakers and programs
possible. Be sure to acknowledge these companies and encourage your membership to support their services
whenever possible. And as we are always looking to expand this sponsorship, if you know of any organization
that might be interested in working with us, please contact them or provide us the contact information so we
can reach out to them.
I encourage everyone to spend some time reading through this magazine. It is filled with articles that our
member associations have written about their current issues and how they are or have managed handling
them. The attorney’s articles bring a lot of insight to the matters that every association and their member
companies deal with every day.
Tom McIndoe, President
315-491-1010 | tmcindoe@verizon.net

JOIN NSA!
Membership to the National Subcontractors Aliiance is open to any local, state, or
regional association dedicated to promoting and protecting the rights and interests
of specialty contractors in the construction industry.
www.nationalsubcontractors.com/join-nsa
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10 REASONS WHY
SUBCONTRACTORS SHOULD LOVE
ConsensusDocs

W

here should contract negotiations start? According to NSA and 39 other leading construction associations, the answer
is “ConsensusDocs.” During the 10 years since its founding, ConsensusDocs has developed a comprehensive catalogue
of more than 100 documents that protect the best interests of the project rather than a singular party, yielding better
project results and fewer disputes. Here are 10 additional reasons why subcontractors should love ConsensusDocs:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Subcontractor Input. ConsensusDocs documents are the
result of a collaborative effort by representatives of all
the members of the construction team—owners, design
professionals, contractors, subcontractors, suppliers and
the surety industry. Coalition Members, like NSA, makes
sure subcontractors are represented in all negotiations on
documents that directly impact subcontractors, as well as
those with provisions in which risks and rewards are likely
to flow to or otherwise impact subcontractors.
Fair Allocation of Risk. ConsensusDocs documents offer a
fair and reasoned allocation of the rights, responsibilities,
risks and rewards in the relationships among the members
of the construction team. Projects that have used these
documents have experienced more collaboration and
fewer disputes.
Up-to-Date. Each ConsensusDocs document is reviewed
and, if necessary, updated every five years. When interim
changes are needed because of the rapid evolution in
the construction industry, ConsensusDocs can and has
updated documents more frequently.
Assurance of Project Funding. ConsensusDocs
documents give the prime contractor the right to require
the owner to demonstrate its ability to fund the project.
The subcontractor has a right to that information, too.
Right to Information. ConsensusDocs documents make
clear that a subcontractor cannot be bound by any
document with which it has not been provided a copy. The
documents also provide that the subcontractor can easily
obtain copies of the prime contractor’s payment bond,
insurance policies and other documents a subcontractor
needs to exercise its rights.

6.

No Pay-if-Paid Clause. ConsensusDocs documents
require a prime contractor to pay its subcontractor
within seven days of being paid by the owner. It also
makes clear that if the prime contractor fails to pay the
subcontractor through no fault of the subcontractor, the
prime contractor must pay the subcontractor “within a
reasonable time.”

7.

Right to Suspend Work for Nonpayment. If a prime
contractor or subcontractor does not receive payment
for properly performed work, it may suspend work
after providing appropriate written notice. The slow
payer is responsible for the cost of demobilization and
remobilization.

8.

Limited Retainage. ConsensusDocs limits the amount a
prime contractor can retain from a subcontractor to no
more than the amount the owner retains from the prime
contractor. The documents also encourage line-item
release of retainage.

9.

Dispute Resolution. ConsensusDocs documents
encourage the parties to resolve disputes on their own,
through direct negotiation, before involving any third
parties.

10. Easy to Use. Whether working at the office, from the
road or even at home, the ConsensusDocs cloudbased platform provides instant access to the user’s
contract documents from any computer. A personalized
dashboard makes it easy to locate recent projects, edit
contracts, review changes made by collaborators or start
a new contract. The Microsoft Word-based application
makes editing easy.

NSA members can get a 20% discount on ConsensusDocs documents.
Contact the NSA office at 866-889-9701 for the code to use at checkout.
www.ConsensusDocs.org
ISSUE 10
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STA NEWS AND EVENTS
NEW YORK STATE SEXUAL HARASSMENT
REQUIREMENTS TO IMPACT STA MEMBERS IN
OCTOBER

S

exual harassment prevention laws which were passed
earlier this year by the New York State Assembly and
Senate as part of the state budget will begin to impact
STA members in early October. Specifically, these new laws
will require all employers throughout the State of New York to
implement mandatory sexual harassment policies and training
programs by October 9, 2018.

In addition, the new state law mandates that all employers
implement a mandatory annual sexual harassment training
program for all employees starting on October 9.
Among the required issues and elements of the training are:
 Include an explanation of sexual harassment consistent
with guidance issued by the New York State Department of
Labor;
 Include examples of conduct that would constitute
unlawful sexual harassment;

The mandatory sexual harassment policy per the new state
requirements must include the following elements:

 Include information regarding employees’ rights of redress
and all available forums for adjudicating complaints;

 Prohibit sexual harassment consistent with guidance issued
by the New York State Department of Labor;

 Include information concerning the federal and state
statutory provisions concerning sexual harassment and
remedies available to victims of sexual harassment;

 Provide examples of prohibited conduct that would
constitute unlawful sexual harassment;
 Include information regarding the federal and state
provisions concerning sexual harassment, remedies
available to victims of sexual harassment and statements
that there may be applicable local laws;
 Define a procedure for the timely and confidential
investigation of complaints that ensure due process for all
parties;
 Include a complaint form;
 Inform employees of their rights and all forums
for adjudicating sexual harassment complaints
administratively and judicially;
 State that sexual harassment is considered a form of
employee misconduct and that sanctions will be enforced
against individuals engaging in sexual harassment and
against supervisory and managerial personnel who
knowingly allow such behavior to continue;
 State that retaliation against individuals who complain of
sexual harassment who testify or assist in any investigation
or proceeding involving sexual harassment is unlawful.

 Be interactive;
 Include information addressing conduct by supervisors and
any additional responsibilities for such supervisors.

STA’S DELAY DAMAGES LEGISLATION AWAITS
GOVERNOR CUOMO’S SIGNATURE
As we progress through the remainder of 2018, the STA
continues to work towards the enactment of its Delay
Damages legislation (S.6686/A7945-A) which was approved by
the State Senate and Assembly in June. The Delay Damages bill
was the priority in the STA’s legislative agenda in 2018. It now
remains for Governor Cuomo to sign the legislation by the end
of the year for it to become law.
A.7945-A/S.6686 provides for the fair and uniform treatment
of all contractor delay damages claims. In developing and
advocating for the Delay Damages legislation, the STA put
forth the premise that all public construction contracts in New
York should be uniform and equitable in their treatment of
delay damages occurrences, where the delay in performance is
not the fault of either the general contractor or subcontractor.
The New York State Office of General Services (OGS) voluntarily
(story continued on next page)
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modified its own standard contract in 1996 to allow for delay
damages in state construction contracts where the delay was
the fault of the contractor or subcontractor. Using language
virtually identical to that found in present OGS contracts,
A.7945-A/S.6686 would simply require similar provisions
regarding delay damages in all public works contracts.
In order to persuade Governor Cuomo to sign this legislation,
the STA has convened a coalition of 17 construction contractor
organizations from around the state to develop a strategy
of advocacy for this bill. Both subcontractor and general
contractor associations are included in this coalition. In
addition to seeking a meeting with the Governor’s Office to
discuss and advocate for the Delay Damages bill, the coalition
will also look to enlist member contractors to send letters in
support of this legislation to the Governor. As the direction of
the Governor’s deliberations become clearer in the coming
weeks and months, the aforementioned coalition will consider
additional strategies in getting the Delay Damages bill signed
before the end of this year.
With some public agencies and entities sure to oppose our
bill, the battle for the Governor’s approval here will be uphill.
It is only through a coordinated effort such as the one being
organized by the coalition and the STA, that this much-needed
Delay Damages bill will become law.

STA FORMS YOUNG PROFESSIONALS GROUP
The STA is excited to announce the newly formed Young
Professionals Group within the association. This group is
comprised of construction industry professionals 39 years of
age and younger.
The Young Professionals Group aims to give new industry
professionals and future leaders the opportunity to obtain
exposure within the New York City construction industry,
network with other young professionals, build relationships
with peers and improve professional skills. Events, networking
hours and education seminars will be provided throughout
the year geared towards this group.

On August 2, the group had their first event – a Happy Hour in
Manhattan. Over 40 guests were in attendance.
Please contact Samantha Sweeney to get involved at
ssweeney@stanyc.com.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION ON STA:
Hank Kita
Executive Director
hkita@stanyc.com
Samantha Sweeney
Communications & Membership
Services Manager
ssweeney@stanyc.com
SUBCONTRACTORS TRADE ASSOCIATION
1325 Avenue of the Americas
10th Floor
New York NY 10019
212-398-6220
info@stanyc.com

BE THE BEST OF THE BEST
Through NSA, association leaders from across the country come together to share information and ideas to promote
the success of their organizations. This beneficial exchange continues through NSA Today, where we feature the
latest news from NSA members and showcase their “Best of the Best” programs and events to benefit subcontractors.
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IMPORTANCE OF WRITTEN NOTICE
OF CLAIM AND SUPPORT DATA
WHEN SEEKING ADDITIONAL
COMPENSATION
By: Walter Breakell

W

hen performing its
subcontract scope of
work, a subcontractor
will frequently encounter field
conditions, or a contract clause
interpretation, which results in
performing work outside its work
scope at an additional cost not
incorporated in its contract price.
A subcontractor is contractually
required to perform the disputed work while the issue of
payment is being resolved. It is also extremely important for
subcontractors to follow the procedures in their subcontract to
preserve their claim for additional compensation.
Most subcontracts require, at a minimum, that written notice
of claim for additional compensation, to provide to the
contractor within a restrictive time period (3-5 days) after
recognition or encountering the changed condition. If the
changed condition may be attributable to the owner the
written notice must be provided in sufficient time for the
contractor to comply with its contractual notice requirements
to the owner.
Transmittal of this written notice of claim to the contractor
is an absolutely critical procedure to become entitled to
payment for extra work. Failure to comply will provide a legal
basis to successfully deny additional compensation. Oral notice
is insufficient but e-mail will generally suffice.
Once the changed condition, or disputed work directive, is
encountered, a subcontractor must train its field people to
document the condition with photographs and daily job
logs. The logs should contain identification of contractor’s
personnel, statements made, date, weather conditions,
equipment and manpower necessary to perform the work.
It is critical that field personnel identify the date, hours worked
and work description on the daily logs and time sheets for
each day additional work is performed. A cost code on your

6

financial job cost tracking software (PCO or similar description)
must be established and identified for the additional work.
Accounting must enter the man hours, equipment hours and
cost as well as material used in performance of the change.
These costs must be segregated to avoid being confused with
contractual work.
Depending on the terms of the subcontract there may also be
several other procedures to follow before becoming entitled
to compensation. It is important to identify and read those
procedures during negotiation of the subcontract.
Upon completion of the additional work it is important to
quickly assemble your costs and submit the request for
Change Order. Monthly follow up on the change order status
is recommended. If the Change Order is executed you need
only invoice for the work.
If the proposed change order is denied you will be required to
follow the dispute resolution procedures in the subcontract.
That procedure may consist of initial discussions between
the parties, then mediation and then either arbitration or
litigation.
If the dispute resolution procedures become necessary the
action taken to document the changed condition or additional
work, along with segregation of the itemized additional cost,
will be of tremendous benefit in justifying recovery of your
additional cost.
Remember to identify and read all the procedures to be
followed within the subcontract for additional work or
additional work claims before the project starts and then
follow them.
Walter Breakell
NESCA Legal Counsel
The Breakell Law Firm, P.C.
10 Airline Drive, Suite 205 | Albany, NY 12205
518-869-5552 | wbreakell@breakell-law.com
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NCSA NEWS AND EVENTS
“Boots On the Ground”

LEADERSHIP

O

ur year starts in July with our new board members and
outgoing president as advisory. This year we have the
following leadership:

 President, Joseph Teeter – Axiom Foundations
� Vice President, Billy Graves – W. B. Moore Co.
 Secretary, Don Hanson – Noble Insurance Advisors
 Treasurer, Michelle Frankum – Horsepower Site Services
 Marketing and Media, Brady Nails – Binswanger Glass,
 Attorney, David Carson – Johnston, Allison & Hord
 Advisors: Chris Paone – Christopher Bryan Co.; Art Rouse –
Binswanger Glass; and Duff Regan – Regan & Associates

MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS

INVOLVEMENT
Our board members are involved in other associations in our
area which continues to help with the March Mixer. NCSA
began collaborating with other organizations such as MMCA,
PCEA, NAWIC and HCAC to have a Charlotte March Mixer for
all the members of each organization, GC’s and vendors for
networking purposes. This year was a huge success and we
know that it will continue to grow.

FOCUS FOR 2019
Membership, Membership, Membership! NCSA has had an
increase in our membership but we continue to be diligent
in encouraging all our board members to help increase
membership.

September we had a speaker talking about efficiency in your
company. October we will have our annual SubtoberFest for
our members and GC Council. November brings Cheri Berry,
NC Labor Commissioner. This will be one our biggest events
ever and we are excited.

GC ROUNDTABLE

In order to make this a success, our President has introduced
us to some new software and other products that can help us
be more productive and not redundant.
For More Information about NCSA:
North Carolina Subcontractors Alliance
P.O. Box 0604 | Charlotte, NC 28204
704-578-1072 | admin@ncsubcontractors.com
www.ncsubcontractors.com

Our annual GC Roundtable was held every year in the spring.
This provides an excellent opportunity for established and
new general contractors in the area to exchange ideas
with subcontractors. This event has been overwhelmingly
successful each year.
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SAM HAS EXPERIENCED
A BIT OF A GROWTH
SPURT THIS YEAR!

S

AM has experienced a bit of a growth spurt this year!
We had 98% retention in our membership, and we have
gained 8 new members throughout the year.

After a slow start to the year, we have been spending some
time and energy to integrate some of the ideas that we have
learned from the other NSA Chapters to grow our association.
We now have completed Member Applications for the guests
who attend our meetings. We are still working on the inperson execution, but I know the application piece has helped
us gain a member or two. We held our first lunch meeting in
July. The response was overwhelmingly positive! Not only did
a different audience attend the meeting, but over 60 people
were in attendance for the How to Use Textura lesson. We
normally have 30-35 people register for our dinner meetings.
We have tentatively scheduled three lunch meetings in our
2019 calendar.
We hosted another TopGolf Event in September. We are not
quite big enough for a golf tournament or clay shoot, so this
is a fun and relatively easy alternative. We held another Silent
Auction at this event, which helped to make the entire event
a huge success! Sixty-five people attended, and the money
earned was a nice boost to our bottom line.
For the remainder of 2018, we will host two Happy Hours
and our annual Lien Law Seminar (presented by our own
Spike Cutler). The first Happy Hour was formerly known as
our Haunted Happy Hour which included costumes and
Halloween decorations. One of our members volunteered to
host the event this year, so we decided to repurpose this event
as a Member Spotlight Happy Hour. We would like to give
one or two members a year the opportunity to host a happy
hour and give them some time to showcase their business.
If our members are educated about each other’s businesses,
then they will be more likely to Buy SAM and support other
members. The second happy hour will be our first Young
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Professionals Happy Hour. Much like the other NSA chapters,
SAM is mostly comprised of an older group of people. The
plan is to engage the younger crowd with food, drinks,
and as little fluff as possible. We would like to see our older
members attend with their younger co-workers to assist with
introductions and networking.
The most exciting part of
2018 was probably the
presentation of our first
award – the Norma Mann
Award. Norma Mann
was our founder, and she
was an integral part in
the creation of the NSA.
We presented the award
to Clem Lesch with PCL
Contract Bonding. Clem
is known for the value he
places in a handshake, so
he was presented with a
handshake trophy.
SAM still needs significant growth in membership, but we
are pleased with the progress we are making. Baby steps
towards continuous improvement is my motto, and I feel
like we are living up to that well. We continue to make
improvements behind the scenes, and the growing interest
from our members in our meetings and events is proof that it
is working!
Carrie Edomm
Principal Officer
Subcontractors Association of Metroplex
205 Sharon Street | Irving, TX 75061
599-210-0209 | execdir@sam-dfw.org
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LIMITS OF LIABILITY FOR
PROFESSIONALS IN ARIZONA
By Neal Eckel

F

rom the owner to the
architect, down the
line to contractors and
suppliers, every party involved
in a construction project
attempts to limit its liability to
the maximum extent possible.
This is accomplished through
the coordinated use of clauses
regarding indemnification,
insurance, notice of claims, waivers of consequential
damages and many more. In addition to these “subtle”
attempts to limit liability, some contracts contain explicit
statements attempting to limit a party’s liability.
The Arizona Supreme Court has significantly strengthened a
professional’s ability to limit its liability via contract. The case
is 1800 Ocotillo, LLC v. WLB Group, Inc., 196 P.3d 222 (Ariz.
Nov. 2008). Ocotillo, a real estate development company,
brought suit against a surveying firm, WLB Group. Ocotillo
claimed WLB’s negligent survey caused the project to incur
cost overruns. WLB argued that its liability was limited to
the amount of its project fees, as stated in its contract. The
pertinent contract language was:
“Client agrees that the liability of WLB, its agents and
employees, in connection with services hereunder to the
Client and to all persons having contractual relationships
with them, resulting from any negligent acts, errors and/
or omissions of WLB, its agents and/or employees is
limited to the total fees actually paid by the Client to WLB
for services rendered by WLB hereunder.”
Ocotillo cited A.R.S. § 32-1159, the anti-indemnity statute,
and argued that a contractual limitation of liability clause
was contrary to Arizona law because it was comparable
to an indemnification clause which protected WLB from
its sole negligence. The Court rejected this argument and
determined that WLB’s limitation of liability clause was
enforceable. The Court wrote:

ISSUE 10

“The policy underlying the anti-indemnification statute
clarifies why the distinction between indemnity and
liability limitation is important. Anti-indemnification
statutes are primarily intended to prevent parties from
eliminating their incentive to exercise due care. Because
an indemnity provision eliminates all liability for damages,
it also eliminates much of the incentive to exercise due
care. The provision in the WLB/Ocotillo contract does
not completely insulate WLB from liability, as would an
indemnity or hold harmless provision, nor does it require
Ocotillo to defend WLB. The provision merely limits
liability.” Id. at ¶ 12.
Ocotillo also argued the matter should be submitted to
a jury because the limitation of liability amounted to an
“assumption of risk” subject to Article 18, Section 5 of the
Arizona Constitution. The Court also rejected this argument
and determined that limitation of liability clauses could be
enforced at the summary judgment level. The Court did
describe one limitation to guide future limitations of liability.
The Court wrote:
“(I)t is possible that a limitation of liability provision could
cap the potential recovery at a dollar amount so low as
to effectively eliminate the incentive to take precautions,
this is not the case here. Under the Ocotillo contract, WLB
remains liable for the fees it earns. The fees undoubtedly
were WLB's main reason for undertaking the work. Thus,
WLB retains a substantial interest in exercising due care
because it stands to lose the very thing that induced it to
enter into the contract in the first place.”
The Court recognized it is in the best interests of the
contracting parties to allocate the risks between them during
the bargaining process. Architects, engineers and surveyors
can limit their liability, at least in commercial settings, by
including limitations in their contracts.
About the Author: Neal Eckel is a partner in Durazzo, Eckel &
Hawkins, in Tucson, AZ and serves as Counsel for the Alliance
of Construction Trades (ACT). He can be reached at neal@
durazzo-eckel.com or 520-792-0448.
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ISA HAPPENINGS
ISA CLAY SHOOT BENEFITS CFA
FOUNDATION

T

he Indiana Subcontractors Association (ISA) does a
great job of putting on events for our members that
help to grow their networks, build new relationships
and learn about the newest projects and technologies taking
place in our market. One area that the Board of Directors
and committee volunteers wanted to start putting more of
an emphasis on recently was giving back to the community
– particularly in a way that ties back into the world of
construction.
On September 12th, the ISA held their 2nd annual Clay Shoot
that benefitted the Construction Family Assistance Foundation
(CFA) and exceeded the expectations of all who were involved.

In 2017, the organization started with a 1-flight event to gauge
interest within the membership in clay shooting and it turned
out that the interest was higher than anticipated. In 2018,
the ISA doubled the size of the event, creating opportunities
to participate in both a morning and afternoon flight with
networking and lunch in between. Both flights were sold out
within just weeks and sponsorships increased as well. All said
and done, 214 people registered to participate in the event
and $10,000 was raised for the CFA Foundation. Teams from
Poynter and Patriot Engineering won their respective flights.

ISA BUILDING BRIDGE WITH
ARCHITECTS AND OWNERS
ISA’s GC Council is working to improve construction delivery
by meeting with stakeholders in the construction process.
Earlier this year, the council met with 5 Indiana-based
architects representing their firms and AIA Indiana. Firms
participating included CSO Architects, Browning Day Mullins
Dierdorf, BSA Lifestructures, Schmidt Associates, and Fanning
Howey along with Jason Shelley, Executive Director of AIA
Indiana. The initial meeting was viewed as a starting point
to discuss opportunities for collaboration between the
construction/design team and the construction/design/owner
teams.
Discussions revolved around project delivery methods
and collaboration best practices. Participants collectively
agreed that involving the primary construction trades in
front-end design and planning was critical to the success
of safety performance, setting a manageable schedule, and
understanding budget requirements. Moving forward, the
council will consider educational programming, creating and
publishing best practices, and data tracking.
Earlier in 2017, the Indiana Construction Roundtable (ICR),
which represents the interest of end users of construction,
invited the council to provide feedback on an ICR program
that would allow owners to collect and validate contractor
QA/QC programs. ICR has issued a QA/QC standard, derived
from industry input companies to utilize as a roadmap for
developing a base-level QA/QC program. To measure where
contractors stood with following such a standard, the ICR
(story continued on next page)
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launched a pilot validation program with the goal being that
owners could be better ensured that quality defects and
rework would be mitigated on their projects. While members
of the council believe ICR has produced a valuable quality
roadmap and validated the notion that contractors should
have a well-developed QA/QC program, the council weighed
in on the path forward of this program. The council issued,
with the support of the ISA board, the following statement:
“ISA leadership supports any initiative that will make the
industry better for members of ISA and their clients. A chance
to raise the level of all quality within the industry will directly
and indirectly benefit all ISA members. Many ISA members
believe that they deliver quality construction overall, while
acknowledging that there is always room for improvement.
ISA members achieve superior quality by investing resources
in training, processes and labor. ISA’s goal is to cooperate with
our clients to provide the end user with the highest value. In
evaluating a request to engage in the ICR Quality Program, the
board of directors and the GC Council wishes ICR to consider
that the highest value is not always the lowest price. Given
that ISA members typically invest more into such important
aspects of business such as safety and quality, ISA members
believe that there should be a competitive advantage and
recognition to such investment. Therefore, the ISA board of
directors and GC Council will support moving forward with
the ICR Quality Program if owners participating clearly define
their expectations and stick to those expectations. If, and
when, expectations are set, but only upheld in certain cases,
the program will only serve as a hurdle and not a true industry
improvement opportunity.”
David Peterson, Chairman of the ISA GC Council, “ISA members
are involved in a significant portion of the construction
completed in Indiana. The ISA GC Council’s goal is to better
align all components of those construction teams - owners,
contractors and design professionals - so we deliver value
while maintaining a viable business climate. These meetings
with owners and architects are a way to promote conversation
and alignment that goes beyond the typical GC/CM - trade
subcontractor relationship.”

ISA PARTNERS WITH AIA INDIANA TO
PRESENT OPERATING SYSTEM 2.0
Are you and your company leaders taking the time to consider
the future of construction and how your company will evolve?
Our members need to interact with thought leaders from
around the nation (and world) so that our member companies
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can keep up to date about future trends in construction. The
ISA GC Council is focused on bringing education and dialogue
like this to Indiana subcontractors and our construction
partners.
The council has planned an exciting program on May 22 and
I recommend that you, and your company’s leadership, make
time to be there. The ISA has partnered with AIA Indiana to
bring Dr. Stephen Mulva, Director of the Construction Industry
Institute (CII), to speak on CII research that has led to the
formation of a major initiative in our construction market.
Join us for a kick-off event to a partnership formed between
ISA and AIA Indiana that will consider how the Indiana
construction market will change, and, as leaders in the
industry, they can lead innovation through technology, project
delivery, management best practices and beyond.
The ISA and AIA Indiana have also invited the owner members
of the Indiana Construction Roundtable (ICR) and the
Coalition for Construction Safety (CCS) to participate in this
conversation.
In an effort to provide members with a look at a large, national
collaborative initiative, Dr. Mulva will present on Operating
System 2.0 which is a joint venture collaboration between
CII and the Construction Users Roundtable (CURT) looking
at the future for capital projects. Backed by research and
observation, Dr. Mulva and team believe the capital projects
industry is unsustainable for many sectors of the global
economy. Many capital projects either lack new technology,
effective management, or both. Current processes are not
agile or flexible enough to accommodate change and lack
the foresight to envision the operating reality for years in the
future. “Plan the work, work the plan,” doesn’t work.
CURT and CII believe the solution is Operating System 2.0. This
vision is a multi-industry, collaborative, research-supported
effort that aims to redesign industry procedures and standards
and replace them with a standardized, technology-enabled
platform that accommodates future changes and makes
capital projects more financially viable and sustainable.
Scott Grimes
Executive Director
Indiana Subcontractors Association
8909 Purdue Road, Suite 130
Indianapolis, IN 46468
O: 317-686-2663 | C: 317-938-1873
sgraimes@indianasubcontractors.org
www.indianasubcontractors.org
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OHIO SUPREME COURT SAYS
SUBCONTRACTOR’S DEFECTIVE
WORK IS NOT AN “OCCURRENCE” –
GL COVERAGE NON-EXISTENT
DESPITE RESULTING LOSS
By: Joseph R. Spoonster, Esq. and Todd A. Harpst, Esq.

D

efective work itself has
never been insurable.
But owners, contractors
and subcontractors could still
rely on insurance for a defense
and protection against resulting
property loss due to construction
defects in most cases. All GL
policies require an “occurrence”
to have caused the damages to
trigger coverage. Until now, there
was a debate in Ohio whether
defective construction could be an
“occurrence,” and thereby trigger
coverage or at least a defense until
coverage could be decided. The
Ohio Supreme Court settled that
debate in October when it decided
in Ohio Northern University v.
Charles Construction, that a
subcontractor’s alleged defective work is not an “occurrence,”
and therefore no insurance coverage can exist for damages
that flow from such defective work under a standard GL policy.
The damages at issue involved an all too familiar fact pattern:
alleged faulty construction by a subcontractor caused water
leaks which were discovered after the project was completed.
While repairing the water damage, the owner discovered
structural defects, which it estimated would cost $6 million
to repair. The general contractor that hired the subcontractor
sought coverage under its GL policy, specifically under the
products completed operations hazard, which the contractor
thought would protect it from claims like this.
Coverage Background
Whether faulty work constitutes an “occurrence” is a threshold
matter for determining coverage almost everywhere. The
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policies define “occurrence” simply as “an accident, including
continuous or repeated exposure to substantially the same
general harmful conditions.” The policies do not define
“accident,” opening the door for insurers to argue that
faulty work is not “accidental,” because it is not fortuitous
but a foreseeable business risk— for which insurance is not
available.
While most state courts have rejected these arguments, the
Ohio Supreme Court embraced them. Comparatively, most
other states read the GL policy as a whole without focusing
on the “occurrence” part. This gives full consideration and
meaning to the “your work” and other exclusions that take
coverage away, including the subcontractor exception to that
exclusion. Exclusions are read narrowly, and construed against
the carrier and in favor of the policy holder, as they should
be. This approach favors the policy holder, and often permits
courts to find coverage based on specific facts rather than
deny coverage based on generalizations, which is what now
happens in Ohio.
Analyzing coverage by looking at the exclusions also
implements the Insurance Services Office’s express intent
found in a 1986 Circular confirming “that the 1986 revisions
to the standard CGL policy … specifically ‘cover[ed] damage
caused by faulty workmanship to other parts of work in
progress and damaged [caused by] a subcontractor's work
after the insured's operations are completed.” According to
a recent decision from New Jersey, the 1986 revisions were
apparently made in response to “demands of the policyholder
community and the view of insurers that the CGL [policy]
was a more attractive product that could be better sold if it
contained this coverage.” (Cypress Point Condominium Ass’n, Inc.
v. Adria Towers, LLC, 226 N.J. 403 (2016)). While only the basic
insuring agreement can create coverage, the ISO revisions to
the standard CGL policy of the time evinced an acceptance
(story continued on next page)
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OHIO SUPREME COURT SAYS SUBCONTRACTOR'S DEFECTIVE WORK ... (story continued from previous page)
by the insurance industry that resulting damage for defective
work can be covered by the standard policy – otherwise there
would be no reason to include exclusions tailored around
defective work. When looking at the development of these
policies along with how they have historically been used by
the construction industry, it’s easy to see how this new Ohio
decision is not just an anomaly, but a detriment to every
project stakeholder.

construction is an “occurrence” can only exist in the handful
of states that have adopted legislation specifying that an
“occurrence” includes property damage resulting from faulty
workmanship, such as in Arkansas. The only other way to
overcome bad court decisions is by changing the insurance
policy via endorsement to cover that which the courts have
said isn’t.

Why is this important?

Although insurers have been contesting whether faulty
construction constitutes an occurrence, they also have been
developing independent endorsements to their CGL policies
that bring defective construction within coverage in some
situations. Several insurance carriers have endorsements that
contractors and subcontractors have to ask for specifically (and
many unfortunately do not), that fix the “occurrence” problem
by changing the definition of “occurrence” to one that picks up
potentially defective work. One such endorsement defines the
following property damage as constituting an “occurrence:”
“property damage” that is:

Every good construction contract requires the downstream
parties to purchase insurance for the protection of upstream
project stakeholders. The contractor in Ohio Northern went
a step further by paying an additional premium for Products
Complete Operations Hazard (“PCOH”) coverage with a
separate maximum payout of $2 million and language that
protected it from a subcontractor’s defective work. The
contractor purchased the right insurance. The project was
completed when the damage was discovered and the work
that caused the water damage was that of a subcontractor.
The defective subcontract work that caused the water leaks
damaged other non-defective construction. This presents the
typical factual scenario for which coverage has historically
been recognized in Ohio and elsewhere.
The Ohio Northern decision means that there will be few if any
instances in Ohio where the standard GL policy will provide
coverage for resulting damage from defective construction.
Ohio project owners, contractors, and subcontractors with
projects involving standard insurance policies are faced with
large, uninsured liabilities spanning many years. Additionally,
the insurance carriers are going to use the absence of an
occurrence as a reason to deny a defense, since there will be
no arguable coverage. For out of state owners or GC’s who hire
Ohio based subcontractors (whose policies are subject to Ohio
law), they may assume coverage exists when it doesn’t.
Contractors operating in the few states in which the courts
have not considered whether defective construction
constitutes an “occurrence” run the risk of finding that CGL
coverage does not exist if coverage is challenged in court
and if those courts follow the Ohio Northern decision. Many
authorities thought that defective construction was an
“occurrence” under Ohio law and believed that the Ohio
Supreme Court would rule that way in Ohio Northern. Court
made rules of law do change, so even those contractors
working in states in which the courts have ruled that defective
construction is an “occurrence” have the potential of losing
coverage if those courts are asked to revisit coverage
and reverse prior precedent. Confidence that defective

What should contractors do?

(1) To “your work”, if the damaged work or the work out of
which the damage arises was performed on your behalf
by a subcontractor; or
(2) To property other than “your product” or “your work,” if
the “property damage” is caused by or results from “your
product” or “your work”.
Endorsements like these further define what constitutes
“property damage,” “your work,” and other key terms of the
typical GL policy. Had the language noted above stating
“property damage” as defined in the endorsement would
be deemed to have been caused by an “occurrence” been at
issue, it would have likely changed the outcome of the Ohio
Northern case.
Other insurers have similar endorsements, but not all are the
same. Contractors and subcontractors within Ohio and outside
the state are encouraged to consult with their insurance
representatives regarding the existence of and eligibility for
endorsements to increase the scope of their GL coverage.
The lesson for subcontractors generally, and NSA members
specifically is to meet with your insurance agent now and ask
specific questions about your coverage for defective work and
whether additional endorsements are available, and whether
if available you should be adding them to your standard
insurance program. In some states, this may be old news;
but as the Ohio Northern decision works its way through the
(story continued on next page)
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OSHA DECLARES POST-ACCIDENT
DRUG TESTING AND INCENTIVE
PROGRAMS PERMISSIBLE –
ONCE AGAIN!
By: Bob Dunlevey

O

SHA has just clarified
its position on two
very important items
for employers. It has retracted
the overzealous, gratuitous
comments it made in a 2016
Final Rule about incentive
programs and post-accident
drug testing being impermissible
because they allegedly
discourage accurate reporting of incidents. OSHA believed
that underreporting was occurring because injured employees
wished to avoid being drug tested.
OSHA has now stated “action taken under a safety incentive
program or post-incident drug testing policy would only
violate 29 CFR Section 1904.35(b)(1)(iv) if the employer took
action to penalize an employee for reporting a work related
injury or illness rather than for the legitimate purpose of
promoting workplace safety and health.” Recall that in several
Legally Speaking articles and seminars given by me over the
past year, I have suggested to employers that they “stay the
course” and continue to utilize their post-accident drug testing
and incentive programs. This is confirmation that the approach
was well founded. Remember, however, OSHA recommends
that not only the employee reporting the injury, but also any
employees contributing to the incident be tested – sound
advice.

Previously, OSHA had found safety incentive programs to
be a deterrent to employees accurately reporting injuries or
illnesses in order for them to reap the benefit of incentive
program awards – prizes and bonuses. OSHA now, once again,
believes these incentive programs to be appropriate “as long
as the employer has implemented adequate precautions to
ensure that employees feel free to report an injury or illness.”
So, at least, each employer should publicize a statement
encouraging the reporting of accidents. Other efforts could
include training programs for reporting, as well as published
explanations of employee rights and responsibilities.
This OSHA interpretation letter countermands the May 2016
Final Rule which revised the recording/reporting regulations
as to the gratuitous comments in the Preamble of that Final
Rule. These new Interpretive Guidelines strongly support the
efforts of each and every employer to ensure a safe workplace
and should be welcome news for all employers.
For more information regarding workplace safety issues
contact:
Bob Dunlevey
Subcontractors Association of Western Ohio
Taft/Law
40 North Main Street, Suite 1700 | Dayton, OH 45423-1029
937-641-1743 | rdunlevey@taftlaw.com

OHIO SUPREME COURT SAYS SUBCONTRACTOR'S DEFECTIVE WORK ... (story continued from previous page)
industry, more owners and upstream stakeholders are going to
be specifying this coverage by contract rather than take chances,
and are going to be asking for actual copies of subcontractor
policies to review and verify the specified coverage is in fact
provided. Now more than ever, subcontractors need to pay
attention to the details with their insurance.
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Harpst Ross & Becker Co, LLC
1559 Corporate Woods Parkway
Suite 250
Uniontown, OH 44685
330-983-9971
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NESCA NEWS AND ACTIVITIES
 A statement prohibiting sexual harassment.
 An explanation and examples of prohibited sexual
harassment.
 Information on federal and state statutes prohibiting sexual
harassment.
 A statement that local anti-sexual harassment laws may
apply.

NEW SEXUAL HARASSMENT MANDATES

O

n the heels of the #MeToo movement, on April
12, 2018, New York Governor Cuomo signed into
law the 2019 state budget, which includes several
significant measures designed to combat sexual harassment
in the workplace. Among other things, the new law imposes
liability on employers for permitting sexual harassment in
the workplace against non-employees, including contractors,
subcontractors, vendors and others providing services
pursuant to a contract. It also mandates that employers
adopt appropriate policies against sexual harassment and
conduct anti-sexual harassment training to employees that
meets specific criteria. On August 23, 2018, Governor Cuomo
announced new guidelines in connection with the new laws.
In addition, the state has launched a website on Combating
Sexual Harassment in the Workplace.
Three components of the law take effect on October 9, 2018:
 First, every employer (regardless of size) must either adopt
a new model sexual harassment policy or revise its own
policy that equals or exceeds the minimum standards
provided by the model. The policy must be provided to all
employees in writing.
 Second, every employer must either utilize the model
sexual harassment prevention training program or
establish a training program for employees that equals or
exceeds the minimum standards provided by the model
training. The training must be provided to all employees on
an annual basis.
 Third, every employer must either adopt the new model
sexual harassment complaint form or draft its own
complaint form and include it as part of the employer’s
sexual harassment policy.
A compliant sexual harassment policy must include the
following:

 Remedies and rights of redress under the applicable
statutes.
 Company procedure for reporting and timely investigation
of complaints.
 A complaint form.
 A prohibition on retaliation.
 A statement that sanctions will be enforced against those
who engage in sexual harassment and managers and
supervisors who knowingly allow it.
Components of a compliant training program shall include:
 An interactive component.
 An explanation and examples of prohibited sexual
harassment.
 Information on federal and state statutes prohibiting sexual
harassment.
 Remedies and rights of redress under the applicable
statutes.
 An explanation of added responsibilities for supervisory
employees.
In addition to the above, beginning on January 1, 2019, any
business submitting a bid for public work shall be required
to attest that it has implemented a written policy addressing
sexual harassment prevention in the workplace and that it
provides annual training to employees.

PAID FAMILY LEAVE – YEAR TWO
New York’s Paid Family Leave Law was enacted in 2017 and
became effective for all private sector employers on January
1, 2018. Under the law, employees are eligible for paid time
off to care for the birth or adoption of a child, serious health
condition of a family member, or a qualified military exigency.
Presently, employees may take up to 8 weeks of leave at
(story continued on next page)
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NESCA NEWS AND ACTIVITIES (story continued from previous page)
50% of their average weekly wage capped at 50% of the
state average weekly wage. When fully phased in in 2021,
employees will be allowed to take up to 12 weeks of leave at
67% of their average weekly wage capped at 67% of the state
average weekly wage. The benefit is paid for through a weekly
payroll deduction from employees.
The NYS Department of Financial Services recently announced
the 2019 Paid Family Leave benefit amounts and employee
contribution rate. On January 1, 2019 the benefit rate will
increase to 55% of an employee’s average weekly wage to a
maximum of 55% of the State’s average weekly wage. Also,
the maximum amount of paid family leave will increase from
the current 8 weeks to 10 weeks in 2019. For 2019, the State’s
average weekly wage will be $1,357.11 so the maximum
weekly benefit under Paid Family Leave will increase to
$746.41. The employee contribution rate will increase from
its current rate of 0.126% of gross wages to 0.153% of gross
wages up to the State’s average weekly wage. Therefore, the
maximum annual employee contribution will increase to
$107.97.
In addition to the benefit increase, on June 20, 2018 the NYS
Legislature passed legislation that would expand the Paid
Family Leave Law to include bereavement due to the death of
a family member as a qualifying event. If signed by Governor
Cuomo, this new benefit will be available to employees
beginning January 1, 2020.

DELAY DAMAGES BILL TO BE SENT TO GOVERNOR
Legislation that will provide for delay damages to contractors
and subcontractors on public projects where such delay
is for an unreasonable period of time and is the fault or
responsibility of the public owner will soon be sent to
Governor Cuomo for his consideration. This long-sought
legislation was modeled after delay damages language found
in the NYS Office of General Services General Conditions, and
applies to both state and local public entities.
Specifically, the legislation requires all contracts awarded by
state and local public entities to contain a clause which allows
a contractor, subcontractor or materialman to make a claim for
additional costs arising from delay if such delay is caused by
certain acts or omissions of the public owner, including:
 The failure of the public entity to take reasonable measures
to coordinate and progress the work.
 Extended delays attributable to the public entity in the
review or issuance of change orders or field orders, in
shop drawing reviews and approvals or as a result of
the cumulative impact of multiple change orders, which
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constitute a qualitative change to the project work and
which have a verifiable impact on project costs.
 The unavailability of the site for such an extended period of
time which significantly affects the scheduled completion
of the contract.
 The issuance of a stop work order relative to a substantial
portion of work for a period exceeding thirty (30) days.
The legislation also requires that in making a delay claim for
additional costs, the contractor, subcontractor or materialman
provide written notice of claim by personal service or certified
mail no more than fifteen (15) days after the contractor knew
the facts which form the basis for the claim. Such notice shall
provide a description of any operations that were, are being or
will be delayed, and the date or dates and reasons for the delay.
For any claim asserted, the contractor, subcontractor or
materialman is responsible for keeping detailed written records
of the costs and shall make them available for audit and review.
Failure to provide the required written notice and to maintain
and furnish records of the costs of such claim shall constitute a
waiver of the claim. In addition, the contractor upon request of
the public entity, shall provide the following information:
 A description of the operations that were delayed, the
reasons for the delay and an explanation of how they were
delayed.
 A detailed factual statement of the claim providing all
necessary dates, locations and items of work affected by the
claim.
 The date on which actions resulting in the claim occurred or
conditions resulting in the claim became evident.
 The names, functions and activities of each contractor,
subcontractor and materialman involved in, or
knowledgeable about facts that gave rise to the claim.
 The identification of any pertinent documents, and the
substance of any material oral communication relating to
the claim.
 The amount of additional compensation sought.
 If an extension of time is also requested, the specific
number of days for which it is sought and the basis for such
request as determined by an analysis of the construction
progress schedule.
If Governor Cuomo signs this legislation, it will become
effective 180 days after his signature.
(story continued on next page)
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NESCA NEWS AND ACTIVITIES (story continued from previous page)

RECENT AND COMING EVENTS
While NESCA did not have any regular membership meetings
during the summer months, two very popular social events
were held. On July 26th, the association hosted its 20th annual
Day at the Races in Saratoga Springs. This event was sold out
with 450 members and their guests in attendance.
On September 10th NESCA held its 34th annual golf outing at
Shaker Ridge Country Club. 226 members registered for the
morning and afternoon flights.
Coming up on October 11th NESCA will host its 38th annual
Trade Show at the Century House in Latham. Exhibit space
has long been sold out and more than 500 are expected to
attend. Over the last thirty-seven years, the Trade Show has
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proven to be an excellent vehicle for Capital Region suppliers
and service providers to exhibit their products and services to
local general contractors, subcontractors, design professionals,
manufacturers, facility management professionals and other
individuals connected with the commercial/industrial/
institutional construction industry. This is also one of the best
construction industry networking events held in the Capital
Region each year.
Michael Misenhimer
Executive Director
Northeastern Subcontractors Association, Inc.
6 Airline Drive | Albany, NY 12205
518-869-9800 | m.misenhimer@nesca.org
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JOINT EVENTS WITH
OTHER ASSOCIATIONS
and the use of technology in construction and others have
been on financial practices that help members succeed.

H

ow do you keep the members of your association
engaged so that they renew from year to year? At
ASA of Metro Washington (ASAMW) the quality of our
events are the best way to keep members engaged and to
keep them as members. Look at the ideas presented here and
let me know what you are doing in a similar vein.
Joint Events: We get good attendance at joint events with
other associations:
 NAWIC– We hold a joint event each year with the National
Association of Women in Construction, DC Chapter. The
first joint event was held in 2016 and have had about
100 people attend each year. Each is a panel discussion
with the original panel discussing what it was like being
a woman owner or chief executive in construction.
Since then we have tried to dig deeper to find ways to
encourage women to join construction firms. The last
panel included both men and women discussing some
tough issues. Such as how men perceive women on a
construction site.
 CFMA – We also hold an annual event with the Greater
Washington Chapter of the Construction Financial
Management Association. Since financial programs tend to
be dry, we put an edge on each one to peak the members’
interest. The last one was entitled: What! I Just Committed
Fraud? A panel of insurance, GC and legal experts
reminded members the importance of accurate reporting
on state and federal forms as well as employee fraud to
watch out for. Previous programs have been on drones

Professional Council Members – associate members (bankers,
insurance/bonding, consultants, attorneys, etc.) are eager
to get in front of our members. Smith, Currie & Hancock is
one of our Professional Members who held a joint, full-day
educational event with ASAMW.
A Professional Panel discussion is held each year featuring our
Professional Council Members. The subcontractor members
appreciate getting information they want and need in one
evening over dinner. We ask each professional member
to either explain the most pressing issue for construction
companies in their area of expertise or to tell a war story about
a subcontractor getting in trouble, that will give members
something to think about to keep them from falling into a
similar trap.
Local Accounting Firms are willing to hold Breakfasts with
Benefits. For instance a local accounting firm, Councilor
Buchannan & Mitchell provided breakfast at their location and
held a program on the new tax laws. Attorneys are willing to
hold similar events to discuss the employment laws taking
effect in the three jurisdictions in the DC region.
If we get good attendance, good evaluations and maybe even
make a little money for the association, we deem the event
a success. What do you do in your association to engage the
members and insure their continued support?
D. L. “Ike” Casey
Executive Director
ASA of Metro Washington
1004 Duke Street | Alexandria, VA 22314
571-237-7101| ike@asamw.org

ABOUT NSA

The National Subcontractors Alliance brings together leading associations from across the United States
representing over 4,000 construction businesses, and provides a forum to exchange information and
influence the national debate around construction issues.
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POWER PUSHER’S E-750 ELECTRIC
WHEELBARROW DOES MORE!

T

he Power Pusher E-750 Electric Wheelbarrow™,
a division of Nu-Star Inc., is the perfect solution
for all construction needs including demolition,
concrete and light duty material! Anywhere you would use
a manual-operated wheelbarrow, the E-750 improves safety
and efficiency by eliminating ergonomic challenges and
unnecessary production delays. Designed to safely and easily
transport loads weighing up to 1000 pounds, it increases
production. Reaching speeds up to 4 miles per hour, it
improves productivity. Several tubs are available for all your
needs. The Galvanized Steel Tub is perfect for demolition. The
Heavy-Duty, High-Density Poly Tub works great for lighter
duty material hauling and dumping and the Slurry Tub with
Concrete Funnel Cap handles all transport and unloading of
concrete. Designed to minimize strain, the E-750 provides
push-button powered dump capability.
E-750 Electric Wheelbarrow Quick-Change Attachments
take just a minute to change over to and allow customer
customization. Attachments include:
1.

Slurry Tub

2.

Slurry Tub Funnel Cap

3.

Ball Hitch

4.

Flat Beds (Short or Long)

5.

Tree/Boulder Dolly

6.

Doll/Transport Bed

Nu-Star Inc., a global manufacturer of engineered solutions
for material handling needs since 1959, operates facilities in
the US and UK. Years of experience as a leading innovator,
designer and manufacturer in the industry has given NuStar the competitive edge in providing state-of-the-art
reliable, cost-effective load-moving solutions that deliver
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tangible productivity and safety benefits in a wide variety
of applications. With every application, you get to work with
an engineer to help diagnose, design and implement the
best solution for you. Nu-Star is headquartered in Shakopee,
Minnesota.

Visit our website at www.powerpusher.com or
call 800.800.9274
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STRICT COMPLIANCE RULE FOR
RECOVERY ON CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTS SOFTENED BY
MASSACHUSETTES SUPREME
JUDICIAL COURT
By: John Curran

I

n G4S Technology LLC v. Mass
Technology Park Corporation,
479 Mass. 721 (June 2018), the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court (SJC) overruled longstanding case law which barred
contractors (and subcontractors)
from recovering payment for
completed work if the contractor
intentionally failed to comply with
any contractual term regardless of whether such failure was
“material” or caused damage to others.
The contractor in G4S brought suit against a public owner
to recover an undisputed balance of over $4,000,000 and
additional amounts for disputed items of extra work. The trial
court granted the owner’s motion for summary judgment,
ruling that, despite fully completing its work, the contractor
was barred from recovery because it filed false certifications of
timely payments to subcontractors even though this conduct
did not cause damage to the owner. The contractor appealed.
Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts, through its
general counsel, Corwin & Corwin LLP, filed an amicus curiae
(or “friend of the court”) brief to support overturning this
decision and overruling these laws, thereby advancing
subcontractor’s rights.
The SJC’s decision in G4S, made two significant changes to
existing law.
To recover for a breach of contract, a contractor, under prior
case law, was required to completely and strictly perform all
contract terms prior to the other party’s breach. Failure to
comply with any contractual requirement, no matter how
immaterial, barred recovery. In G4S, the Court softened this
often harsh rule, holding that complete and strict performance
was required for all design and construction work (no
matter how immaterial or insignificant) and other “material”
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contract terms. As a result, recovery for breach of contract is
now permitted to a contractor who failed to comply with an
“immaterial” contractual requirement unrelated to the actual
design and/or construction work, provided they have complied
with all other material terms. In this case, the SJC affirmed the
trial court’s decision barring the contractor from recovering for
breach of contract, on the grounds that the contractor’s failure to
properly certify and make payment to subcontractors breached
a material term of the contract.
Even if unable to recover for breach of contract due to a failure
to strictly comply with all contract requirements, Massachusetts’
courts have long permitted contractors to recover the fair
value of their unpaid work under the equitable remedy of
“quantum meruit.” To do so, the contractor must prove that they
substantially completed their work in good faith. Massachusetts’
courts consistently have held that there was no good faith (and,
therefore, no recovery in quantum meruit) where the contractor
intentionally failed to comply with a contractual provision.
The SJC in G4S again overruled existing case law. The SJC held
that a contractor’s breach of any term of a contract, even a
material one, does not automatically bar recovery for the fair
value of its work. Instead, courts must consider a number of
factors and “balance the equities” to determine if recovery is fair
and just under the circumstances. The SJC instructed courts to
consider, amongst other things: the contractor’s performance as
a whole; the conduct and actions of both parties to the contract;
the nature and severity of the contractor’s lack of contractual
compliance; the damage, if any, caused by contractor as a result
of non-compliance; and, most importantly, if the contractor’s
breach in any way impacted the value of the project. In this case,
the SJC overturned the trial judge’s dismissal of the contractor’s
fair value claim and remanded the case, instructing the trial
judge to conduct further proceedings consistent with the new
“equity balancing” test.
(story continued on next page)
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ASA CHICAGO
HAS BEEN BUSY!

A

SA Chicago has been
very busy since their 50th
Anniversary in 2017. The
committees have worked very hard
at producing quality events for the
members.

A Sub/GC Power Hour was added to
the recent Meet the GCs event. This was held in the first hour
and featured Sr. level representatives from the GC Council
as well as owners, CEOs and presidents of the subcontractor
members. This was a unique opportunity for networking and
will be repeated in 2019.
Registration for the Construction Expo & Safety Conference
is now in full swing with 65% of the booths already sold as of
this writing.
ASA Chicago’s Board of Directors has been busy working on
the strategic plan. One of the goals was to create core values
for the organization. They are:
Driven to Succeed
Championing our industry
Committed & Engaged
Connecting our members
Dedicated to Integrity

In addition to this, we are tracking attendance at our events
and picking up our retention efforts. We all know that if a
company doesn’t participate, they can be lost at renewal.
We are enhancing our membership onboarding process and
introducing new members to a mentor. The mentors are
from the Board and Membership committee. Essentially, by
mentoring a new member representative we hope to ensure a
much better membership experience.
ASA Chicago’s NextGen committee has
chosen Ace Amandla Charter High as the
association charity in 2018-19.
ACE Amandla Charter High School is
an inclusive community that prepares
students for rewarding careers in
architecture, construction, and engineering. The NextGen
committee enjoys raising funds for Ace Amandla has already
raised over $1,100 for the school.
The associations’ Education/Technology committee just
wrapped up a very interesting seminar on Cyber Security. If
you haven’t attended a cyber security event in your area, you
would be surprised at what you can learn!
The mid-term elections are here for early voters. The
Government Relations committee and the lobbyists are going
to be watching the polls closely!
Virginia McFarland
Executive Director, ASA Chicago
847-827-8336 | ginny@asachicago.org

STRICT COMPLIANCE RULE FOR RECOVERY ON CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS... (story continued from previous page)
Many have argued that the “strict compliance” rule barring
contractors and subcontractors from recovery for work
performed was outdated and unnecessarily punitive. In G4S,
the SJC has shown a willingness to reconsider and reshape
existing Massachusetts’ common law by acknowledging
the realities of a construction project. In doing so, the SJC
has created more opportunities for contractor recovery
based on common sense, fairness and justice and brought
Massachusetts more in line with courts throughout the
country. Although it remains to be seen how courts will
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interpret the term “material” in the context of a breach of
contract action or how the “equity balancing” test will be
applied to a fair value claim, the SJC has expanded the rights
of contractors, creating the ability to recover where once none
existed.
John M. Curran
Corwin & Corwin LLP
600 Unicorn Park Drive | Woburn, MA 01801
617-742-3420 | jcurran@corwinlaw.com
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THE ConsensusDocs COALITION
PUBLISHES A NEW LEAN ADDENDUM
THE CONSENSUSDOCS 305 IS AN INDUSTRY FIRST DOCUMENT
TO FACILITATE LEAN TOOLS WITHOUT THE NEED TO SIGN A
MULTI-PARTY IPD AGREEMENT

W

ashington, D.C. – The ConsensusDocs Coalition
has published the industry’s first Lean Addendum
standard contract document. The ConsensusDocs
305 utilizes lean tools and processes without an Integrated
Project Delivery (IPD) agreement. Not all owners may procure
design and construction services with an IPD or integrated
lean project delivery (ILPD) agreement. The Lean Addendum
provides a contractual mechanism for owners, architects,
engineers, general contractors, and subcontractors alike
to take advantage of lean construction efficiencies and
memorialize in writing a more collaborative and cooperative
culture on projects.
Joe Cleves, partner at Taft law firm in Cincinnati, who served
as chair for the ConsensusDocs Coalition working group that
developed the Lean Addendum, explained “this new standard
addendum is perfect for all stakeholders involved in the
design and construction process interested in incorporating
lean processes on CM At-Risk projects.” He added, “publication
of this document will benefit the industry in adopting lean
tools, which have a demonstrated increase in construction
productivity.” The ConsensusDocs Coalition was first to publish
a standard IPD agreement in 2007.
The Lean Addendum is significantly shorter than other
integrated forms of agreement (IFOAs), such as the
ConsensusDocs 300 standard IPD agreement. The
ConsensusDocs 305 coordinates well with a CM At-Risk
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agreement as the underlying prime agreement, such as the
ConsensusDocs 500 CM At-Risk agreement. Many would
characterize the use of a CM At-Risk agreement with the
Lean Addendum as an “IPD-lite,” “IPDish,” or “transitional” IPD
agreement.
ConsensusDocs standard construction contracts are the only
contracts written and supported by a coalition of leading
design and construction industry organizations. With a
catalog of 100+ contract documents addressing all project
delivery methods, ConsensusDocs contracts incorporate
fair risk allocation and best practices to represent a project’s
best interests. The Coalition’s organizations collectively
represent hundreds of thousands of design professionals,
owners, contractors, subcontractors, and sureties. For more
information, please visit www.ConsensusDocs.org, call 866925-DOCS (3627) or email support@ConsensusDocs.org.
NSA is excited to celebrate the ConsensusDocs Coalitions’
11th Anniversary. The coalition was formed to collaboratively
develop and promote standard form construction contract
templates that advance the industry. Collectively, associations
participating in the ConsensusDocs Coalition represents more
than 300,000 company and individual members nationally
including NSA members. NSA members receive a 20% discount to
any ConsensusDocs subscription. Contact Lynne Black at 866889-9701 or director@nationalsubcontractors.com to receive the
discount code.
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CTSA NEWS AND EVENTS

A

t Central Texas Subcontractors Association, we are
continuing to hold meeting, events, and educate
our members on current subcontractor issues. Our
goal is to help them bid better, gain work, and fight for their
rights in the legislation.

MEMBER VALUE
Our board spent some time thinking about where the
association is going and what our goals should be. After
much debate, they decide putting value in membership is
our most important focus right now. Our members found
a reason to attend and join and we want them to come
back for each meeting and event. We have many members
that pay dues and never attend meetings. We are going to
spend time finding out why they aren’t attending and get
them back involved. The board believes that will increase
attendance and hopefully our members will then share
with other subcontractors. We are always looking for ways
to grow membership but believe that right now that starts
with making our own members proud to be in CTSA.

ASSET
Over the summer, CTSA joined several other Texas
associations in the effort to tackle issues like the City of
Austin Sick Leave Ordinance. We discussed how best to
address these issues in a harsh political world right now.
Texas has several big elections this fall that could change
the way our legislation runs in January. Not knowing if
republicans or democrats are going to be the house and
senate majorities pushed us to more of an education
platform. Together the groups formed ASSET. ASSET
just rolled out mid-October and will be our educational
campaign as we navigate the elections and legislation
starting in January.

WHO WE ARE
The Alliance for Securing and Strengthening the Economy
in Texas (ASSET) is a 501(c)(4), non-profit organization
protecting Texas businesses from California-style public
policies that interfere with the employee-employer
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relationship and free market principles proven to have worked
in preserving ‘small business America’ and have made Texas
the best state in the nation to do business. ASSET collectively
represents millions of employers and employees in the
Lone Star State who believe that employment and business
operational decisions are best left to private employers – not
government.

WHAT WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
ASSET believes it is in the best interest
of our Texas economy to defend state
sovereignty by passing a statewide law
that would preempt local governments
from unilaterally enacting local
employment and labor laws, like
employer benefits, employer hiring
practices, scheduling, and other daily
operational business practices that ultimately serve in the best
interest of their employees and livelihood.

MEMBER EVENTS
Our members are responding greatly to lunch events and
attendance is often capacity of the room. We love the problem
of finding rooms big enough for events. Some of our recent
Lunch & Learns include Jobsite Safety with the Safety Director
from Flintco, Top 10 Employment Law Issues, a CFMA joint
meeting with an update about the City of Austin Sick Leave
Ordinance, Sales Tax, and Bonding. The joint meeting with
Construction Financial Management Association was such
a success that we have decided to make it an annual event.
We are holding our first conference in October with an all day
Legal Conference. We are looking forward to this and hope to
make it an annual event.
For more information about CTSA
Wendy Lambert
Executive Director
Central Texas Subcontractors Association
PO Box 1087 | Cedar Park, TX 78630
512-255-6373 | wendy@ctsaonline.org
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HOW THE OSHA® SILICA STANDARD
HAS CHALLENGED MANUFACTURERS
TO PUSH INNOVATION FURTHER
THAN EVER BEFORE
By: Kevin Gee, Senior Product Manager for Milwaukee Tool

S

eptember 23rd marked a year since the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) sought to
bring worker protections into the forefront by starting
to enforce its construction standard on respirable crystalline
silica, 29 CFR § 1926.1153. Found in materials like concrete, tile,
rock, stone and brick, exposure to silica dust can be a major
cause of lung cancer, silicosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease and kidney disease in America’s tradesmen.
The standard established a new 8-hour time-weighted average
(TWA) Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) of 50 μg/m3, an action
level (AL) of 25 μg/m3, and a host of ancillary requirements.
Simply put, it identified that employers could limit harmful
dust exposure by using equipment that met with one of the
following compliance methods:
 Table 1 – Compliance through OSHA’s specified control
methods. Essentially, a table that matches 18 common
construction tasks with effective control methods.
 Objective Data – Data provided by the manufacturer that
proves users are below PEL when using their product.
 Self-Monitoring Program – This can be the most timeconsuming and costly method for employers. They must
purchase and utilize air quality monitoring systems, acquire
test data, and provide employee medical assessments.

But this hasn’t just impacted employers and workers.
Manufacturers too have been influenced by the regulation and
challenged to ensure that the best interests are met for the
users of their products.
Full System Coverage – From Floor to Ceiling
When it comes to the tools used on the jobsite, many
employers purchase from one main manufacturer for ease of
customer service, battery maintenance, and management.
With that in mind, it’s important that manufacturers ensure
that every component in the system they provide is designed
to effectively remove dust.
For instance, while Milwaukee Tool has had a history of
developing solutions with dust collection in mind, the
regulation provided a unique opportunity to ensure their full
system was covered. After all, the company provides a full
range of corded and cordless grinders and rotary hammers for
all drilling, chipping, cutting and surfacing applications, so it
was crucial they provide users the ability to work more safely
when using these tools. With this in mind, they launched the
largest expansion of their Dust Extraction System to-date, all
completely compliant with the OSHA regulation.

Despite some delays in enforcement, OSHA® has spent the
past year ensuring that the final rule is followed, even making
room for ‘good faith’ efforts by employers if they show they’re
on track toward compliance. However, for employers who
haven’t met (or been on track to meet) the above methods, the
fines have been sizeable.
It’s a regulation that has caused ripples throughout the
construction industry. And while the costs associated with
arming workers with the tools they need to be compliant has
often been steep, the long-term protection is priceless. In fact,
OSHA estimates that the regulation will save more than 600
lives annually and prevent more than 900 new cases of silicosis
every year!
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Just this year, Milwaukee® updated this unit with a new dust
box to allow users to easily clean the filter with the press of
a button – thus making any tools equipped with it OSHA
compliant through Table 1 requirements.

The heart of the system, an 8-Gallon Dust Extractor, provides
users with an OSHA-compliant solution for the regulation
on respirable crystalline silica dust (29 CFR 1926.1153). An
automatic filter cleaning mechanism activates on the main
filter to help maintain consistent airflow and suction at 148
CFM in tough dust-producing applications. The extractor’s
unique two step filtration system includes a 99.97% efficient
HEPA filter as the final step of filtration after the main filter,
leading to cleaner air, increased lifetime of the HEPA filter,
and reduced service cost over time. All these features lead
to a product that produces power and consistent suction for
cleaner air.

The company has also spent considerable time finding fresh,
alternative solutions that offer easy compliance. Recognizing
that employers are shouldering the high cost of being
compliant, Milwaukee® introduced the DUST TRAP™ Drilling
Shroud at the beginning of this year – the very first OSHA®
compliance solution that meets objective data requirements
without the use of a vacuum. A completely universal accessory,
the DUST TRAP™ offers an efficient and flexible way for users
to adjust to the daily demands of the jobsite while remaining
compliant. The DUST TRAP™ is built with a clear sleeve which
provides visibility when lining up the hole and during the
drilling application. Once attached to the front of the rotary
hammer, it keeps dust contained throughout the duration of
the drilling process.

Launched in conjunction with the new 8-Gallon Dust Extractor
are 5” and 7” surface grinding dust shrouds, a 5” cutting dust
shroud, SDS-Max Dust Extraction Attachment, SDS-Max
Chisel Boot, and Vacuum Bits that work with the Extractor to
maximize dust collection during concrete applications.
With the launch of the 8-Gallon Dust Extractor and
accessories, Milwaukee’s full lineup of rotary hammers and
grinders were compliant through either Table 1 or Objective
Data Requirements – offering huge peace of mind for any
employers on the Milwaukee M18™ or M12™ Systems.
Keeping It Simple
Due to the impact of this regulation, manufacturers also need
to consider offering easier ways for workers to comply with
the tools they currently own. For contractors, time is money
so making sure they find the simplest ways to be compliant
for the lowest cost of ownership is crucial. This is where the
benefit of universal solutions is truly unmatched.
Four years before OSHA began enforcing the regulation,
Milwaukee® introduced the world’s first and only universal selfpowered dust extractor – the M12™ HAMMERVAC™ Universal
Dust Extractor. Compatible with all major power tool brands
of SDS Plus Rotary Hammers and AC/DC Hammer Drills, the
M12™ Universal HAMMERVAC™ is the only tool of its kind and,
per HEPA standards, its certified HEPA filter removes 99.97% of
particles greater than 0.3 µm.
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As the regulation continues enforcement now and into the
future, it will be up to manufacturers like Milwaukee Tool to
continue leading the way with new and innovative products
that offer employers cost-effective and simple ways to comply.
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TAKEOVERS OR SUPPLEMENTING?
WATCH OUT!
By: Sewall C. “Spike” Cutler, Jr.

S

o you get one of those
welcome calls – one of
your buddies at Saint Olaf’s
Builders (“SOB” for short) call up and
tells you, “Subbie – it’s your lucky
day! I have a failing subcontractor
at the Big G’s Lakefront Casino
project, and I’ve gotta get this thing
finished on time, or I’m lookin’ at
big liquidated damages. Can you
help me out with a couple of crews? Cost is no object!”
With visions of sugarplums (or at least that new F350 SuperDuty Power Stroke Diesel Crew Cab with the gyro-stabilized
satellite TV system) dancing in your head, you mobilize your
guys and roll on out to the job. Bubba (SOB’s big boss) tells
you that it’s all being done subject to theMaster Subcontract
Agreement under which you’ve performed other work for SOB.
When you arrive, you find (1) several crews from both the
original sub, and from another sub in your trade, and (2) lots of
improperly-performed work in place – maybe even some that
looks as if it might actually have been sabotaged.
After you show him, Bubba assures you that, “We got this, just
keep track of time and materials and bill us – we’ll pay you.” So
you do the work, Bubba pays you, and all is well.
Right?
Until eight years later, when “latent, concealed defects” are
uncovered by a crew of dedicated engineers, lawyers and
drug-sniffing dogs, Owner sues SOB and SOB sues you for
all of the “defective work” you performed, based upon the
indemnification provision in the Master Subcontract.
You call up SOB and ask for Bubba, tell him, “Bubba, you know
I didn’t do all that work – I saved your bacon on that job,
and now you’re suing me? It ain’t right!” Bubba’s exquisitely
articulated response? “Read your contract!” Later that day, at
the local construction watering hole (“The Punchlist”), you find
your compadre in the trade who also worked there is in the
same pickle.
There’s no way you can ever tell who did what work in a
takeover—or when you’re supplementing the work of
others—but when trouble arises, all anyone seems to want
to do is to look at the four corners of the contract. With the
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growing trend of lawyer-led teams of “defect finders” sniffing
around projects that are nearing the Statute of Repose date
(ten years after completion in Texas), this kind of problem will
only grow in scale and damages.
So, how could you have avoided the problem?
First of all, of course, you should aggressively document the
state of the work before you start on a takeover – take more
photographs than you ever thought you might need, review
any test documentation and r.eports, and do everything you
can to tie-down what work was done by the prior (usually,
terminated) subcontractor. To the extent possible, you should
get the GC to sign-off on a detailed listing of work already
done, and what your scope of work will be. This can work
reasonably well on a total takeover.
But even aggressive documentation can’t help all that much
on a supplementation job – one where you’re working with
others, possibly including the original subcontractor and
others in the same trade.
Any time you are in a takeover or supplementation situation,
remember this: your standard subcontract indemnification
should not remain in place! If you’re asked to do work mixed
in with the work of others in the same trade, especially where
you have not had absolute control over the scope from dayone, not only should you not indemnify the GC against claim –
the GC should be indemnifying you!
We have successfully demanded, as a condition of performing
completion work on a supplementation project, that the GC
agree to indemnify the subcontractor against all claims and
causes of action arising out of the subcontractor’s presence
at the jobsite – and that the GC name the subcontractor as
a named Additional Insured on their Commercial General
Liability insurance.
The scale of liability a subcontractor assumes when they agree
to do takeover or supplementation work is huge – and the
profit will evaporate in seconds if you’re subjected to “after the
fact” claims. Best, then, to assign the risk where it belongs – to
the General Contractor.
Sewall C. “Spike” Cutler, Jr.
Cutler-Smith, P.C.
Park Central 7 | 12750 Merit Drive, Suite 1450 | Dallas, TX 75251
214-219-0800 | scutler@cutler-smith.com
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WHERE THE WORK IS DONE
PUBLISH AND PROTECT
We continue to publish our association Legal News and
Construction Conversation monthly. In the Legal News we
publish all liens filed in our area as well as all new cases and
judgement entries regarding the construction industry. Our
members are then able to use this resource when deciding the
“Best Companies to Work For” as well as keep a watch on their
own lien rights.
Our Construction Conversation Publication, by way of our
Lobbyist at the State House, keeps our members informed
of all enacted and proposed bills that affect the construction
industry. Both publications keep our members in the “know”
concerning their industry.

ONLINE PLAN ROOM
SANEO continues to provide tools to keep our membership
from feeling overwhelmed by spending countless hours
looking through spec books and tables of contents just to see
if a project has any work in their specific trade.
We have an online plan room that can save our members time
and energy! It’s called SAM Search. With SAM Search they can
scan all projects by just typing in one, or more words as it
pertains to their trade. An example, a mason contractor who
wants to look for jobs that have masonry work would type in
the search box “masonry”, “brick” and any other words that are
trade specific to them and the SAM Search does the work for
them! It will show every project that has that scope of work in
it. No need for a member to scan every project looking to see if
their trade is included.
Thru this porthole they can select what project types (New
Construction, Renovation/Addition, Replacement/Upgrade),
what categories (Educations, Heath Care, Industrial), what

funding (Public or Private) and even what counties within
the state they want to work in. Subsequently they can view
drawings, read specs, order prints, upload files and so much
more.
A member can track projects; see what projects are out for
bid; see what projects are in the planning stage; and what
the post bid project apparent lows and contract awards were.
By tracking they receive “real time” updates, notices that
addendums that have issued, a bid date has changed and have
24/7 access.
Members can see what contractors are on the bid list of
the project; other bidders on the project; and can even add
themselves to the list specific to their trade. The GC’s in turn
can see who is bidding the project.
It is remarkably interactive, and our members love it!
Jodie Oates
Executive Director
Subcontractors Association of Northeast Ohio
637 Vernon Odom Blvd. | Akron, OH 44307
330-762-9951 | j.oates@saneo.com
www.saneo.com

TODAY
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CHANGE ORDERS:
WHEN CHANGE ISN’T A GOOD THING
By: Shelly Masters, Principal, Cokinos / Young

C

onsider the following
hypothetical situation:
Ignoring the economic signs,
C.O.N.D.O. Developer races to build
yet another luxury condominium
for local urbanites. Halfway
through construction, Developer
realizes that picky buyers are now
shopping for the best amenities.
Developer instructs its architect to
make changes that will incorporate more impressive upgrades.
Without requesting a signed change order, S.U.B. Contractor
reviews the new specifications, obtains the fancy upgrades
and performs the installations. Despite Developer’s assurances
of payment, S.U.B. Contractor submits an invoice at the end
of the job for all of the additional work and upgrades but
Developer refuses to pay.
With no signed written change order, is the S.U.B. Contractor
out of luck?
Maybe. Change orders authorize the contractor to do the
additional work and obligate the owner to pay for it. Without
it, a contractor risks nonpayment. Most construction contracts
contain some form of change order provision that sets forth
the method for handling changes including determinations of
additional time and compensation for changed or extra work.
Change order provisions generally require (a) written
notification within a certain period of time, (b) a signed written
change order before the work is done, and/or (c) submission of
a claim before the work is started with an itemized breakdown
of additional costs. The strictest versions state that a signed
written change order is a condition precedent to payment.
Most courts will find the written change order provision to be
valid and binding upon both parties. An exception may exist
where the owner expressly authorized or directed the work
while the work is actually extra work and/or the contractor
relied upon representations made by the owner or general
contractor in performing the work. In the hypothetical,
S.U.B. Contractor may also have certain equitable claims for
compensation such as a quantum meruit claim which stands
for the general principle that a contractor should be entitled
to payment for services performed such that the owner is not
unjustly enriched. Waiting until the end of a project to request
payment on a disputed change order significantly reduces the
likelihood of recovery.
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When does a change become “extra” work?
Disputes frequently arise over what actually constitutes extra
work outside the scope of the original contract. The general
rule is that a contractor is only required to do, and thus is
only entitled to payment for, the work stated in its contract. A
determination of what is or is not extra work is a factual issue
that will be decided by the courts on a case-by-case basis,
which leaves a lot of uncertainty for contractors. To offset this
uncertainty, contractors should carefully review the plans and
specifications to be able to identify what is extra work and
comply with the change order provisions in performing such
work or do such work under a separate construction contract.
Could S.U.B. Contractor have refused to do the work without
a signed change order?
Probably not. Most contracts contain a provision that will allow
the owner to require the contractor to do the additional work
even if the change order is unsigned.
How could S.U.B. Contractor have protected itself?
Change order work will often cost 10 to 15 percent more than
the original bid. Because of this added cost, contractors should
attempt to negotiate favorable change order provisions at the
beginning of the project and each time a change is requested.
For example, a contractor may be able to secure a stated
markup to cover change costs or reserve its right to pursue an
impact claim for its cost of performance. Contractors should
also timely submit change orders in a separate invoice with a
cost breakdown as soon as the additional work is requested.
The more documentation there is to reflect that the change
is additional work at the owner’s request; the more likely
payment will be received.
The foregoing was provided for informational purposes only
and is not intended to provide legal advice or to serve as an
alternative to seeking legal counsel.
Shelly Masters is a Principal in the Austin, Texas office of
Cokinos | Young, a firm specializing in the representation of
those in the construction industry for almost 30 years. She
represents clients in the areas of construction, labor and
employment, commercial, and products liability law. Her firm
also has offices in Dallas, Houston and San Antonio. She can be
reached by e-mail at smasters@cokinoslaw.com or by phone at
512-615-1139.
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
ACADEMY
After countless planning and
coordination meetings over many
months, the ISA officially launched the
Leadership Development Academy
(LDA) in January 2017 for the first class
who completed the program curriculum
in June 2018. The concept for the LDA
came about after many discussions with ISA members and
learning of a need for knowledge transfer between seasoned
construction industry professionals and those aspiring to
move into senior leadership roles. In most cases, ISA member
companies weren’t providing education of this nature but
rather the companies were set up in a way that knowledge
transfer was conducted with the nature of an individual’s
specific job responsibilities in mind. To fill the need for a
broader educational approach, ISA leaders developed the LDA.

The program includes courses in the following categories:

A task force of five volunteers and two staff members was
formed early in the process to build the program goals,
requirements, curriculum and session descriptions. Some of
the main goals of the program are to:

 Sales – Business Development

1.

Assist knowledge transfer from current senior leadership
to those aspiring to become senior leaders.

2.

Generate a positive and productive culture with multigenerational individuals.

3.

Create a special avenue for companies to identify their
next senior level leader.

4.

Provide an avenue to empower key employees to meet
and exceed their professional development goals.

5.

Create a method for recognition of competency by others
such as general contractors.

6.

Provide ISA members with real world tools and
knowledge.

 Leadership – Introductions and Performance Management
 Leadership – Core Values of Leadership
 Leadership – Leading a High Performance Organization
 Risk Management – Legal Part 1
 Risk Management – Legal Part 2
 Risk Management – Safety
 Risk Management – Insurance & Bonding
 Human Resources – Find, Develop, Direct, Motivate &
Retain
 Financial – Business Finance
 Sales – Determining your Market and Brand
 Sales – Selling in Construction
 Operations – Operations & Technology Basics
 Operations – Strategy, Planning and Process
 Leadership – Tying it All Together
The ISA is now about to begin the third class of students
in January 2019 and the program continues to be a great
resource for member companies.
To learn more contact:
Scott Grimes
Executive Director (ISA)
O: 317-686-2663 | C: 317-938-1873
sgraimes@indianasubcontractors.org

The program offers 15 courses over an 18-month period where
students participate in lectures, group exercises, and hands-on
workbook activities throughout the program and come away
with a broad-based knowledge of running a construction
company.
Throughout the Academy, students regularly meet with an
advisor in their company to discuss what they’ve learned and
how that knowledge can be brought back and used within
their own company.
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NOTICE TO LIEN AGENT –
UN-NOTICE?
By: B. David Carson

E

ffective in 2013, the North
Carolina General Assembly
added to North Carolina’s
lien laws the Lien Agent statutes,
found in N.C. Gen. Stat. § 44A11.1, et seq. One of the reasons for
the Lien Agent mechanism is to
prevent “hidden liens” – because
of the relation back nature of
North Carolina’s lien statutes,
“hidden liens” arise in a situation where liens are filed after a
closing but relate back and take priority over recorded closing
instruments. Generally speaking, the lien agent mechanism is
in place to alleviate this issue. Recently, the Legislature added
to the Lien Agent provisions, those additions having taken
effect on October 1, 2018. While there are six new subsections
of N.C. Gen. Stat. § 44A-11.2, (q, r, s, t, u, and v), there are three
main takeaways of which subcontractors and contractors need
to be aware.

The second key addition to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 44A-11.2 is found
in subparagraphs (r), (s), and (t). Pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. §
44A-11.2(r), Notices to Lien Agent not cancelled or renewed
expire and are discharged five years after their filing. For most
construction projects, this shouldn’t be a problem. However,
there are a number of jobs that may take more than five years
to complete, which is where N.C. Gen. Stat. § 44A-11.2(s)
comes into play. According to this subsection, a Notice to Lien
Agent may be renewed for one five-year period. However,
pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 44A-11.2(t) this renewal must
take place prior to the expiration of the original Notice to
Lien Agent in order to keep a claimant’s rights as they were
when the original Notice to Lien Agent was filed. Under N.C.
Gen. Stat. § 44A-11.2(u), a Notice to Lien Agent that is not
renewed prior to its original expiration loses the ‘relation back’
protection afforded to those who renew properly and timely.
In other words, a failure to renew one’s Notice to Lien Agent on
a long-term construction project could negatively impact the
potential lien claimant’s lien rights.

First, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 44A-11.2 requires a lien claimant
who provided work for a one- or two-family dwelling
to affirmatively cancel its Notice to Lien Agent within a
reasonable time after its receipt of final payment. This is not
the case for potential lien claimants performing work on any
other type of construction project. Presumably, the reason for
the mandatory cancellation is so that title can be 100% clean
when closings on one- and two-family dwellings take place.
For all other types of construction projects, subcontractors
may simply allow their Notice(s) to Lien Agent to lapse or
expire once they have finished their work. The requirement for
cancellation of a Notice to Lien Agent in this limited situation
and the ability to cancel a Notice to Lien Agent, are new.

The final addition of which subcontractors should be aware is
much smaller, though still important. The cost to file a Notice
to Lien Agent has now increased to $30.00 for residential
projects and $58.00 for commercial and multi-family projects.

The newly amended statutes do not define specifically
the term “final payment.” As this new law wound its way
through the legislative process, amendment opponents were
concerned as to whether subcontractors/contractors who had
filed Notice to Lien Agent would know whether they were
obligated to cancel their notice, particularly if there was an
ongoing project dispute concerning final payment. The issues
surrounding this concern have not been decided.
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Clearly, as to lien rights to improve real property, the potential
lien claimant needs to be aware of and abide by the Lien
Agent mechanism. This process, now, includes a statutory
duty, in limited situations, to cancel and/or renew the Notice
to Lien Agent. As this is new legislation and there are many
factual situations that are not specifically covered by the
statutes, a prudent lien claimant, particularly a prudent outof-state lien claimant, should seek legal advice to determine
the potential lien claimant’s obligations and duties under the
factual situation of the underlying, subject project.
B. David Carson
Association Attorney for North Carolina Subcontractors
Alliance, Inc. (NCSA)
Johnston, Allison & Hord Law Firm
1065 E. Morehead Street | Charlotte, NC 28204
704-998-2214 | dcarson@jahlaw.com
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TOP REASONS TO BE A
MEMBER OF NSA

1

CONNECTIONS

2

NEWS & INFORMATION

3
4
5
6

 Through NSA, you connect with the most successful subcontractor associations in the nation that share your same goals
and challenges, and you learn from their experiences.
 You build relationships with association leaders that last throughout the year – giving you a “go to” resource for
information and ideas to help build your organization.

 Through Member-to-Member exchange, you get practical information on all aspects of association operations –
including governance, membership, education, events, marketing, communication, advocacy and more.
 Beneficial exchange continues throughout the year – in person at the Annual Spring Conference, and fall meetings of
the Executive Directors and Attorney’s Council; through conference calls, one-on-one contacts and online channels;
and through NSA’s official publication, NSA Today.
 Through NSA, you learn what works and what doesn’t, so you are primed for success. You get new ideas to try in your
organization, AND the tools to implement them, so you don’t have to reinvent the wheel.

EDUCATION
 At NSA conferences, you hear experienced, national level speakers on topics directly relevant to association and business
management; and you leave with proven “best practices” to apply in your own association/or and business.
 At special meetings of the Executive Directors and Attorneys’ Council, you benefit from peer-to-peer learning at its best.

INFLUENCE
 The NSA Attorneys’ Council keeps members informed of important legislative and legal developments around the
country so you are better equipped to support or oppose similar initiatives at the local level.
 Through NSA, you learn about legislative successes in other states that aide in mounting successful legislative
campaigns in your area.
 Through NSA’s membership in the Associated Specialty Contractors and connection to other national industry
associations, you have an opportunity to be heard on national industry issues.

FAIR CONTRACTS – ConsensusDOCS
 As one of the 40+ members of the ConsensusDOCS coalition, NSA plays a role in the development of model contract
documents that are designed to be fair to all parties and achieve the best possible project outcome.
 Through NSA’s endorsement of ConsensusDOCS, your members receive a 20% discount on any ConsensusDOCS purchase.

SAVINGS
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 Through NSA’s affiliation with Meridian One, your local members enjoy substantial savings on office products,
computer equipment, conference call services, shipping and more.
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FALSE CLAIMS AND
WHISTLEBLOWERS
By: Margery Newman

D

ue to an historical
unwillingness to utilize
minority and female
owned businesses in the
construction industry, public
bodies across the country have
instituted diversity programs.
These programs are designed to
increase the number of minority
and female owned businesses
in the construction industry. For ease of reference both of
these groups will be referred to as Disadvantaged Business
Enterprises or DBEs.
In order for a DBE to become certified, it must meet certain
requirements. Specifically, a DBE must own at least 51% of its
company, manage the day-to-day operations of the company
and control the business of the company. It is not, however,
sufficient for a DBE to be merely certified in order to avoid
certification problems. The certified company must also
perform a commercially useful function. A commercially useful
function occurs when a DBE is responsible for execution of
the work of the contract and is carrying out its responsibilities
by actually performing, managing and supervising the work
involved in its contract.
Recently, a cottage industry has arisen in the construction
industry revolving around allegations that certain DBEs are
fronts or are not performing commercially useful functions.
Specifically, the False Claim Act (FCA) imposes liability on
persons and companies who attempt to defraud the public
agencies overseeing DBE programs. People who report such
fraud may benefit financially. This cottage industry is made
up primarily of current or former disgruntled employees,
competitors, or other people who believe they are in
possession of information that the DBE is a front or a sham or
not performing a commercially useful function. These people,
statutorily referred to as Relators, are commonly known as
Whistleblowers.
On the Federal side, the FCA is the government’s primary
tool in combating fraud because the government is entitled
to recover treble damages and civil penalties of not less than
$5,000.00 and not more than $10,000.00. When individuals
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make FCA claims, this is called a qui tam action. As of 2012,
over 70% of all FCA actions were initiated by Whistleblowers
who stand to receive a percentage (up to 30%) of any damages
recovered from the fraudulent DBE.
Illinois promotes Whistleblower actions by financially
encouraging Whistleblowers. For example, the Relator/
Whistleblower in the recent Perdel Contracting case, United
States v. Elizabeth Perino, 11-CR-492 (N.D. Ill, 2017) received
$2,000,000.00 as part of a $14,000,000.00 settlement.
Perdel Contracting Co. was a certified WBE that specialized
in concrete and carpentry. In 2016, Perdel’s owner was
found guilty of allowing her company to be claimed as a
subcontractor on two City of Chicago construction projects
without actually performing any work. The owner’s activities
were uncovered following a 2008 Whistleblower lawsuit
brought under the False Claims Act by a former Perdel project
manager.
What exactly is fraud? There are a number of different
definitions, but fraud is largely a deliberate deception to
secure an unfair gain. This could be a monetary, contractual or
other type of advantage that is unlawful. In the construction
industry, there are two common types of fraud; DBE Fraud and
Wage and Hour Fraud.
Most criminal prosecutions have involved the use of DBEs as
“Fronts” or “Pass Throughs”. The following are red flags for DBE
Fraud:
 How much control does the prime exert over the DBE?
 Is the DBE independent?
 Is the DBE actually performing work (CUF) on the project or
simply receiving a percentage “fee”?
 What is the added value of DBE’s participation? (Cannot be
an extra participant in the transaction).
Additionally, there are a myriad number of laws, rules,
regulations and policies that may be used to root out fraud in
the construction industry, such as:

(story continued on next page)
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 Fraud (Title 18 U.S. Code, Chapter 47)
 Conflict of Interest (Title 18 U.S. Code §208)
 Bribery and Gratuities Statutes (Title 18 U.S. Code §201)
 Civil or Criminal False Claims Acts
 False Statements Act (Title 18 U.S. Code §1001)
 Anti-Kickback Act (Title 18 U.S. Code §1320)
 Forfeiture Statute (Title 18 U.S. Code §901)
 Anti-Trust Acts
 Mail and Wire Fraud (Title 18 U.S. Code §1343)
 Truth in Negotiations Act
 Procurement Integrity Act (Title 18 U.S. Code §423)
 Buy America Act (Title 49 U.S. Code §5323)
 Socioeconomic Acts
 EEO/AA
There have been several fraud cases prosecuted in Illinois.
For example, in 2014, Jesse Brunt, owner of Brunt Brothers
Transfer, Inc., was sentenced to 17 months in jail in connection
with a scheme to defraud the City of Chicago’s M/WBE
program. United States v. Jesse Brunt, 11-CR-0017 (N.D.
Ill.) Brunt Brothers Transfer, Inc. was a certified MBE. Brunt
supposedly used his company as a minority pass-through for
sewer cleaning and videotaping service contracts with the
City of Chicago. This case was initiated by the Office of the

Inspector General and was conducted jointly with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. Mr. Brunt was indicted on three counts
of mail fraud. It was determined that although Brunt Brothers
was supposed to be cleaning and videotaping City of Chicago
sewers, it did not actually perform the work specified in the
contract. Therefore, it was determined that Brunt Brothers was
not performing a commercially full function because its work
was actually being performed by a non-minority company. Mr.
Brunt pleaded guilty to the charged scheme and along with
the prison sentence of seventeen months was ordered to pay
$533,749.00 in restitution.
As a final note, it must be stressed that simply using a certified
DBE on a project does not prevent a False Claims Act lawsuit
if the DBE is not performing a commercially useful function.
It is no longer sufficient to merely show that a DBE is being
used to meet specific diversity goals on a construction project.
The DBE must also perform a commercially useful function or
the company and any upstream contractor employing that
company could very well find itself on the front pages of the
local newspaper.
Margery Newman
Attorney at Law
ASA Chicago
Bryce Downey & Lenkov LLC
200 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2700 | Chicago, IL 60601
312-377-1501 (Office) | 312-327-0041 (Direct)
mnewman@bdlfirm.com

SPECIAL THANKS
Milwaukee Tool is an industry-leading manufacturer of heavy-duty power
tools, accessories and hand tools for professional users worldwide.
Since the company began in 1924, Milwaukee Tool has led the industry in both durability and performance. With an unwavering
commitment to the trades, Milwaukee continues to lead with a focus on providing innovative, trade-specific solutions.
Milwaukee is dedicated to delivering a steady stream of advanced solutions for the trades that offer increased productivity
and unmatched durability. Milwaukee takes the time to work side by side with real craftsman to understand the demands of
a constantly changing workplace and how they can best deliver solutions that help the user work both faster and smarter.
Milwaukee pays attention to the small details that make a big difference. This user focus not only leads to solutions for real jobsite
challenges, but fuels the disruptive innovation seen across all product lines.
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ASM NEWS AND EVENTS
By: Sue Mailman

T

he Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts is pleased to
welcome and introduce our new CEO, Michael McDonagh. Mike
replaces outgoing CEO Carrie Ciliberto, who has moved to Texas to
get married. We thank her for her hard work and wish her well. Mike joins
ASM after serving as General Counsel and Director of Government Affairs
for the 24,000-member Massachusetts Association of Realtors in Waltham.
As a member of MAR staff since 2001, Mike served as the Association’s chief
lobbyist, a continuing education instructor, and managed the Association’s
legal hotline. Prior to being named General Counsel in 2012, Mike served as
Associate Counsel for five years, answering calls on the MAR Legal Hotline
and working with staff and members on a variety of risk reduction issues
and programs affecting brokers and salespersons.

1

Mike comes to ASM with the goal of advancing the Association’s mission
which is “to protect and advance the interests of all subcontractors and
promote professionalism in public and private construction though
education, communication, and advocacy.” The mission statement is simple
and straightforward, as a mission statement should be. And that is to help
members to be successful. A big part of that success comes from the work
ASM is involved with at our Statehouse on Beacon Hill in Boston.
And when it comes to advocacy, there are not many organizations that
can claim they have advanced their member’s interests as much as ASM.

1

On September 12th, ASM members attended a 2-hour Safety Roundtable on Fall
Protection and Inspection. Becky Danielson of Webb Rite Safety led the instruction
on fall protection under OSHA and ANSI standards with hands on examples
of what to expect during an inspection. Special thanks to ASM Sponsor Cross
Insurance for hosting the program.

2

ASM’s annual golf tournament was a big success. It was a beautiful day for our
296 golfers to enjoy playing a round at the challenging International Golf Club in
Bolton, MA. ASM Members, sponsors, guests, and volunteers had an opportunity
to enjoy the stunning surroundings and the spirit of camaraderie all while
supporting the ASM Scholarship Program.

3

Photo from ASM’s last “GC Showcase” where we had over 25 general contractors
exhibiting along with several hundred subcontractors and suppliers who made
it a great event. Coming up again on October 17th, this event is a great way to
connect general contractors and subcontractors for networking and to discuss
business opportunities.

4

On September 27, 2018 ASM partnered with AGC of Massachusetts to host a
sold-out session on Lean Construction principles. GCs and subcontractors shared
real-life examples from leading projects conveying key lean concepts while
discussing the role of a last planner and sharing best practices for overcoming
obstacles to a successful lean project.
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EMPLOYEE MISCLASSIFICATION

RHODE ISLAND SUBCONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
By: Girard R. Visconti

I

n the past we have notified
RISA members that the
Department of Labor is
taking a tough stand against
misclassification of employees.
The question is, is the employee a
real employee or an independent
contractor.

The Rhode Island Department of
Labor follows the federal misclassification standards, a copy of
which is attached hereto.

There are approximately seven tests as noted in this article, i.e.
Fact Sheet No. 13, to determine whether or not a person is an
employee or independent contractor.
We suggest that you review with your legal and accounting
teams any questions concerning an employee’s status.
Girard R. Visconti
Rhode Island Subcontractors Association
Executive Secretary/General Counsel
Shechtman Halperin Savage, LLP
1080 Main Street | Pawtucket, RI 02860
401-528-3041 | gvisconti@shslawfirm.com

RISA

Established 1970

ASM NEWS AND EVENTS (story continued from previous page)
The goal is usually very simple: to level the playing field and
keep the construction industry fair. Just look back over the
past eight years for some examples. In 2010, ASM successfully
advocated for the Prompt Pay Law and four years later in 2014,
the Association led the way on passage for the Fair Retainage
Law.
As we look forward, the 2019-2020 Legislative Session is
already on the horizon. Elections remain the focus right now,
but after November 6th Beacon Hill will once again turn their
attention to legislative and policy matters. No one knows yet
what the elections will mean for our state Legislature. ASM
will, of course, be at the table advocating for our members
on issues that likely will include another attempt to pass an
unfair wage theft bill. Our association is keen on improving
bills with an eye towards fairness. Each session over 5,000 bills
are filed in the House and Senate so there will undoubtedly
be other proposals that will impact the construction industry.
This is where the benefits of belonging and being active in an
Association come in. By joining together, members can have a
significant impact and a strong voice in state government.
One of the advantages we have as an Association is that we
are a state-wide organization. Boston may seem to be the
construction hub, but ASM members help drive the economy
and employ thousands of workers all across the state from the
Berkshires to Cape Cod. ASM members live and work all over
our state.
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The Mission statement clearly identifies advocacy as a key
priority for ASM but education and networking are another
focus. We have a major upcoming event on October 17,
when ASM will host the “GC Showcase,” which has become
a tremendously popular event, held biennially for over ten
years. The event will feature 25 to 30 of the area’s leading
general contractors and construction managers, along with
approximately 200 subcontractors, representing the full
spectrum of trades. The event will provide a great opportunity
for general contractors, subcontractors and our partners in
the industry to network and make connections and to discuss
company operations and upcoming projects.
Sue Mailman
President
Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts, Inc.
Chairwoman/Treasurer, Coghlin Electrical Contractors, Inc.
Michael McDonagh
CEO
Associated Subcontractors of
Massachusetts, Inc.
15 Court Square, Suite 840
Boston, MA 02108
617-742-3412
mmcdonagh@associatedsubs.com
Not an ASM Member? Join Today!
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MSA, THE LEADING VOICE OF
MINNESOTA SUBCONTRACTORS

M

innesota subcontractors
incorporated in 1992,
we have come a long
way since then! Today, MSA
stands as the leading voice of
Minnesota Subcontractors; this
is particularly true regarding
the broad issues that affect all subcontractors such as slow
payment, indemnification and fair contract language. We have
grown from a group of just 29 to over 235 subcontractors and
professional service members representing all construction
trades.
As the association continues to grow with new members we
are also growing in a number of other ways as well. Last year,
2017, was a year for MSA to take a step back and review where
we have been, what we are doing and where we are going.
After this review there were some new and updated processes
and programs that were born.
Over the next 6-8 months MSA will embark on its busiest time
of year as our safety meetings, education programs and meet
and greet events begin on a monthly basis. In addition to the
three-monthly events we also have two of our biggest events
of the year: Golf Tournament and our Annual Awards Gala.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

be a great event to bring it all together as we near the start
of a new legislative session. This education program will
explain some of the legislative actions MSA is looking to
accomplish, what we have accomplished so far and what
other organizations have on their list. We will then explore
how all these legislative actions could impact contracts
today and moving forward.
 In the Spring, MSA will be having its 3rd Annual Technology
Showcase. This is an event we are excited for each year
and are really encouraged with the growth we have seen
the last two years. As we continue to try and make this a
premier event for MSA we are also looking to improve and
adjust from previous years.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR COUNCIL AND WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT
Over the past year MSA has also started its first ever General
Contractor Council (GC Council). It was from this GC Council
that we have also started a Workforce Development
Committee. This committee is meeting soon and is looking
get MSA more involved with some different opportunities.
Considering the number of programs that are available to
contractors MSA thought it would be best to work with some
MSA members and members of our GC Council to better assist
with a clear plan of action for and how MSA will be involved.

Each year there is countless time, energy and effort put into
the different education programs presented to MSA members.
Many of these education programs really appeal to all
contractors in the commercial construction industry. There are
a few events in particular that we are really looking forward to
this winter:

Not only did the GC Council spark this Workforce Development
Committee, but it also sparked the interest of General
Contractors getting involved to some degree with MSA. MSA
still does not allow General Contractors full members, but
we are working with them on different levels. Some areas of
greater involvement include:

 The first two events for MSA are in partnership with other
organizations. This is something that MSA has not done for
a few years and, honestly, we look forward to doing more.
With so many events happenings in the industry we feel it’s
best to work with other organizations to not create such a
saturated market of programs.

 Safety – Many of the General Contractors have safety
directors and safety programs. As part of our growing
Safety Meetings we are not looking to General Contractors
to provide feedback on the meetings, lead the meetings
and potentially host the meetings.

 Later in the winter we have a Legislative and Contract
programs. One of the MSA components is the relentless
legislative work. With a full-time lobbyist and a great
network of construction contract attorneys we felt it would

 Education – With the help of General Contractors MSA
has been able to provide education and discussion on
Integrated Design Build and Document Control. MSA is
looking to build on this and add more opportunities.

(story continued on next page)
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YOUR POST ACCIDENT
INVESTIGATION MAY HANG YOU!
By: Bob Dunlevey

Y

our company just had
an employee seriously
injured and the employee
has just been removed to the
hospital. Emotions are running
high and clear thinking is sparse.
What’s next? Many employers
commission any available
supervisor to immediately
launch into a poorly orchestrated
investigation utilizing ill-prepared and untrained personnel.
This “not-well-thought-out” investigation customarily includes
the gathering of numerous employee statements and written
summaries of what the staff believes to be the root causes
of the incident—whether accurate or not and whether the
“witnesses” actually witnessed anything relevant. Don’t fall
into this trap! Remember that what is said, done and written
in the first day or so after the incident may create major
liabilities for an employer and create evidence for OSHA to
issue countless citations. Years of expensive litigation can
ensue and your OSHA attorney [who?] will have to live with
all of this ill-conceived information once it is discovered by
OSHA and by the employee’s attorney who advertises on your
local TV station - and, yes, under most circumstances all of this
information must be disclosed.

near the scene of the incident write out anything that comes
to mind. Why is this done? I can’t think of a good reason. Yes,
employers subject to OSHA’s record keeping requirements
have to conduct an accident investigation of all OSHA
recordable injuries but how it is conducted must be carefully
addressed. Often, the employees never actually saw what
happened and are merely speculating. Often, the proffered
cause of the accident is inaccurate or just flat wrong. Many
statements automatically create instant liabilities for the
employer or, at least, something that has to be explained away
later. Some of the more interesting and most problematic real
life witness statements are the following:
 “The guard on my lathe is normally in place, but it broke
yesterday and maintenance did not have time to fix it.”
 Our foreman knew he wasn’t supposed to be near the open
hole in the roof without fall protection. I would have been
tied off – that is insane. On the prior project at this site, we
were 100% tied off.”
Employers don’t stop to think that everything said and written
may end up before an OSHA Area Director or a judge or
jury. While it is important to interview a limited number of
individuals who actually know what took place and perhaps
carefully craft witness statements for them to sign consistent

For some reason, employers frequently whip out a pad of
paper and have any and all employees standing anywhere

(story continued on next page)

MSA, THE LEADING VOICE OF MINNESOTA SUBCONTRACTORS (story continued from previous page)
 Lean Construction – This has been a topic that continues
to come up more and more as contractors face different
workforce challenges. Some General Contractors are
installing and improving on their processes. Mortenson
Construction, for example, is now using their 5S program.
This program helps maintain a clean, safe and Lean
construction site.
Every organization is looking to grow. Growth can come in
many different forms: membership, increasing or improving
education opportunities, building on networking events,
continuing membership communication and much more. As
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our organization continues to grow we are also dedicated to
our members and the construction industry! MSA is built by
our members and will always work in the best interest of our
contractors as we uphold our Mission, Vision and Values!
David Bruneau
Executive Director
Minnesota Subcontractors Association
1123 Glenwood Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55405
612-267-6150 | David@msamn.com
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YOUR POST ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION MAY HANG YOU! (story continued from previous page)
with the interviews they gave, never place a pen in their hands
and let them start to write—hoping that their minds will catch
up with their pen.
Not only are ill-conceived witness statements problematic
but also safety consultants’ reports can be equally or even
more damaging. If you have a safety consultant and summon
him or her to the accident scene to conduct the investigation,
take pictures, interview employees and conduct a root cause
analysis, all of this information will be discoverable unless, in
advance, the consultant has been formally retained by your
attorney to take such actions. OSHA is now routinely asking for
these reports.
So, how do you avoid creating liabilities for your company and
perhaps even you personally? Here are some suggestions:
 Only conduct the investigation after the situation has
calmed down.
 Utilize a management team member who has been trained
in sound accident investigation procedures but don’t
use the immediate supervisor involved because he/she
probably does not have sufficient training or may be part of
the problem causing the accident.
 Have the investigator follow a pre-established
comprehensive protocol for investigating.
 If the incident is a serious one which is OSHA reportable
always utilize your OSHA counsel to at least guide the
investigation, to devise the scope and conditions of
the investigation and to prevent the discovery of the
developed information by cloaking the investigation and
its information as “attorney work product.” The attorney
work product doctrine extends protections to materials
prepared by any person at the direction of an attorney
as long as it is prepared in anticipation of litigation. Work
product customarily does not have to be produced to a
requesting party. This “cloaking” is accomplished by the
company immediately retaining an attorney who in turn
retains your safety consultant or directs, in writing, the inhouse investigation [assuming the company has a trained
in-house safety manager]. Time is precious because the
emergency squad probably called OSHA—yes they do
this. In any event, you may have a situation requiring selfreporting to OSHA either within 8 or 24 hours.
 Maintain all investigation information as “confidential” and
mark it accordingly; make the information available on a
need to know basis only.

to this information by the end of the next business day
following the incident if requested.
 Answer the 5th W –“why” only after fully considering the
matter and performing a proper analysis in approximately
one week; include the positive actions previously taken by
the company to avoid the accident so that any prepared
report is balanced.
 Interview the injured employee but avoid having that
employee complete a statement—it probably won’t be
objective and may even be prepared by the employee’s
attorney—this really happens.
 Consider possible discipline for the injured worker and
other employees including supervisors contributing to the
accident. [This is required for the use of the “unpreventable
employee misconduct defense.”]
 Carefully complete the OSHA 301 Injury and Illness Incident
Report form only after due consideration of all of the
investigation information and counsel has been consulted;
remember, the 301 does not ask “why” the accident
happened so don’t volunteer the reason.
 If you are the subject of an OSHA telephone Rapid
Response Investigation following the reporting of an
accident, be careful about what you say and write.
OSHA’s initial telephone questions are overly broad –
approximately 30 of them. Thereafter, instead of an OSHA
onsite inspection, OSHA may require your company to
submit an accident investigation report and list how the
accident can be prevented in the future. Don’t use OSHA’s
suggested form to respond, but instead write your own
basic letter addressing the investigation, conclusions and
corrective actions. Review the draft written response with
your key management personnel and OSHA counsel before
sending it.
For more information regarding workplace safety issues
contact Bob Dunlevey at Taft/Law 937-641-1743. If you
wish to receive information about OSHA’s Rapid Response
Investigation written questions and procedures, contact
rdunlevey@taftlaw.com.
Bob Dunlevey
Subcontractors Association of Western Ohio
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP
40 North Main Street, Suite 1700
Dayton, OH 45423
937-641-1743 | rdunlevey@taftlaw.com

 Initially answer the 4-W questions: who, what, where and
when within 24 hours; the injured employee has a right
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BY SERVING LIEN DOCUMENTS,
ATTORNEYS AND NON-ATTORNEYS
MAY RUN AFOUL OF LEGAL
REQUIREMENTS

BY SERVING LIEN DOCUMENTS, ATTORNEYS AND NON-ATTORNEYS MAY
RUN AFOUL OF LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
By: Jason Tarasek

A

s if laws associated with
mechanic’s liens were not
tricky enough, two recent
decisions of Minnesota courts pose
additional challenges to nonattorneys and attorneys attempting
to assist their clients.

Non-attorney “lien services”
providers are ubiquitous in the
construction industry. These companies typically serve lien
notices, record mechanic’s lien documents and otherwise assist
contractors in enforcing their lien rights.
In the first known case of its kind, a Hennepin County
(Minneapolis) court recently ruled that non-attorney
consultants are prohibited from preparing, signing and/or
recording mechanic’s lien statements for others.
Performing such services, according to the Court, constitutes
the unauthorized practice of law. In the case at issue, the
court permanently enjoined the consultant from performing
such services. In so holding, the Court concluded that the
documents necessary to assert a mechanic’s lien constitute
legal documents that may only be drafted by an attorney.
As a result of the trial court’s decision, lien documents filed by
such consultants may be invalid.
In another case involving the service of lien documents, an
attorney representing an unpaid contractor served owners with
a mechanic’s lien statement. The owners sued the attorney for
monetary damages, claiming that the attorney failed to provide
notice required by the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act
(“FDCPA”). In particular, the owners alleged that the attorney
failed to advise them that the attorney was a debt collector,
that anything they said could be used in a debt collection
action and that the attorney failed to provide them with a
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validation notice verifying the amount owed and providing
procedures they could follow if they disputed the debt.
The trial court granted the attorney’s summary judgment
motion, concluding that the lien statement did not constitute a
“communication” sufficient to “trigger the protections afforded
by the FDCPA.”
On appeal, the appellate court noted that the FDCPA was
enacted to eliminate abusive debt collection practices. To
prevent such conduct, the FDCPA allows a plaintiff to bring a
strict-liability claim against a debt collector in federal court or
state court for actual damages, statutory damages, attorney’s
fees and costs. The appellate court concluded that the lien
statement constituted an FDCPA communication, which is
defined as “the conveying of information regarding a debt
directly or indirectly to any person through any medium.” The
court noted, however, that FDCPA notice requirements are only
triggered if the “animating purpose of the communication [is]
to induce payment by the debtor.” To resolve this fact question,
the appellate court remanded the case to the trial court.
In light of the above-discussed decisions, attorneys and
non-attorneys should each exercise caution when preparing,
serving and recording lien notices. Violating legal dictates
could jeopardize a client’s lien rights or subject the wrongdoer
to monetary damages for their errors.
The above-discussed cases are Dering Pierson Group, LLC v.
Rockstar Design, LLC, et al., Hennepin County Court File No. 27CV-15-11142 and Randall v. Paul, Minnesota Court of Appeals,
A16-1734 (June 19, 2017).
About the Author: Jason Tarasek is a Board Member of the
MSA and a construction attorney in Minneapolis who assists
subcontractors with mechanic’s lien claims, payment bond
claims and contract disputes. He can be reached at jason@
ttlolaw.com or 612-961-8112.
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THANK YOU!

NSA is Proud to Recognize the Following Companies for Their Generous Support

The exclusive benefits from the Sponsorship Program provides recognition to
Sponsors as leaders in the Subcontracting Industry. For more information visit:
www.nationalsubcontractors.com.
40
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ABOUT NSA

T

he National Subcontractors Alliance was formed to connect associations
across the United States that share a common purpose, and provide a
forum to exchange information and influence the national debate on
construction issues.

THE MISSION OF NSA
The mission of the National Subcontractors Alliance is to promote the exchange
of information between its member organizations, and to foster opportunities for
representation at the national level on industry issues.

JOIN US
Membership in NSA is open to any local, regional or state association that is
dedicated to promoting the interests and protecting the rights of construction
industry subcontractors. NSA’s membership is comprised of associations large
and small representing a broad cross-section of the subcontracting industry,
nationwide. We always welcome new associations that share our common goal
of promoting the business success of specialty contractors and their industry
partners.
NSA represents the epitome of “lean” principles – with simple governance, low
overhead and minimal dues, to make it easy to participate. Avoiding a top-down
approach, we focus instead on direct member-to-member exchange to provide
the greatest value.
NSA member associations represent 4,000 businesses across the nation in virtually
every specialty trade, as well as companies that provide supplies and services to
the industry. Annual membership dues are currently $1,750 for any association
with fewer than 100 members; and $2,500 for organizations with more than 100
members. All new members enjoy a first year membership rate
of $500.

NSA OFFICERS
President – Tom McIndoe
Northeastern Subcontractors Association
(NESCA) AM Contracting, LLC
290 Elmwood Davis Road, Suite 290
Liverpool, NY 13088
315-454-2475
www.amcontracting.com
TMcIndoe@amcontracting.com
Vice President – John Lloyd
Minnesota Subcontractors Association (MSA)
1123 Glenwood Avenue, Suite 100
Minneapolis, MN 55405
763-413-0669
www.lloyds-construction.com
jlloyd@lloyds-constuction.com
Secretary – Jonathan Mitz
ASA of Metro Washington (ASAMW)
1004 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-334-5904
www.enniselectric.com
jmitz@enniselectric.com
Treasurer – Carrie Edomm
Subcontractors Association of Metroplex
(SAM)
205 Sharon Street
Irving, TX 75061
972-438-1110
www.sam-dfw.org
execdir@sam-dfw.org
Executive Committee Member at Large –
Scott Grimes
Indiana Subcontractors Association (ISA)
8909 Purdue Road, Suite 130
Indianapolis, IN 46268
317-686-2663
www.indianasubcontractors.org
sgrimes@indianasubcontractors.org

ACTIVITIES

Executive Committee Member at Large –
Hank Kita
Subcontractors Trade Association (STA)
1430 Broadway, Suite 1660
New York, NY 10018
212-398-6220
www.stanyc.com
hkita@stanyc.com

NSA connects construction industry leaders and provides a wealth of information
and resources to help build your local organization and promote the business
success of your members. Whether you are a staff executive or volunteer leader,
you will benefit from NSA’s many activities, including Annual Conference,
Executive Directors Network, Attorneys’ Council, NSA Today newsletter,
participation in the ConsensusDOCS coalition, Meridian One benefits program,
and more.

Past President – David Cannistraro
Associated Subcontractors of
Massachusetts (ASM)
J. C. Cannistraro, LLC
80 Rosedale Road, P.O. Box 413
Watertown, MA 02471
617-926-0092
www.cannistraro.com
davec@cannistraro.com

NSA’s signature event is our two-day Annual Spring Conference, which features
a full agenda focusing on business and construction industry news and trends,
as well as association management issues and best practices. Next year’s Spring
Conference will be held in New Orleans, Louisiana. Information on the 2019 Spring
Conference can be found on our website: www.nationalsubcontractors.com.

NSA Executive Director – Lynne Black
637 Vernon Odom Boulevard
Akron, OH 44307
866-889-9701
www.nationalsubcontractors.com
director@nationalsubcontractors.com

For more information about NSA, contact NSA’s Executive Director Lynne Black at
866-889-9701.
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